
 

 

 

Efficiently use Excel with Allevo 

The advantage of Allevo lies in the combination and integration of two leading software solutions for 

controlling: SAP and Excel. This manual deals exclusively with the Excel side and should be seen as an 

extension of the Allevo & SAP manual. It is meant to facilitate the efficient use of Excel and make use 

of all of its functionalities in combination with Allevo. 

With the help of this manual, you will get to know the basic structure of the Allevo Master. You will 

learn how to plan cost elements, activity types and statistical key figures. You will become confident 

in defining the layout of your own Allevo Master without hindering the functionality of the program. 

And last but not least, you will learn helpful tips for how to successfully integrate Excel macros or 

your own VBA programs. 
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1 Introduction 

 

The following chapters describe the use of the most current Allevo Master, which is provided in the 

Excel format XLSM. XLSM is the VBA-based file type used in Excel versions 2007 and higher. The Mas-

ter contains functions that were not available in earlier versions of Excel, including the menu ribbon 

used for navigation in the Allevo Master  

 

Figure 1.1: Example of an Allevo menu ribbon 

For these reasons, the Allevo Master is no longer compatible with Excel 2003; for such situations, 

some changes would need to be made to the VBA script. Without the menu ribbon, navigation must 

be done via Excel objects (forms or controlling elements). However, an XLS Master for earlier Allevo 

versions (up to 2.9) can be used (at least for Inplace use).  

When calling the Allevo Master from SAP, the VBA macros for controlling user inputs and data trans-

fer are automatically executed. The execution of these macros must be authorized in the security 

settings for the respective Excel program.  

Company policies for security settings can vary widely. Where necessary, the Allevo-Master must be 

adapted to the specific characteristics of these settings, especially if the security guidelines provide 

for working with certificates (signed Allevo-Master can be provided). 

Note: To activate the Allevo sheet and work folder protection, see Section 10.1.  
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2 Orientation 

2.1 Using the Allevo Master: Inplace and Allevo Business Client 

There are two formats available for using the Allevo Master: 

1. SAP Inplace 

In this format, Excel - or more specifically - the Allevo Master, is integrated in the transactions of 

the SAP system. The user first logs into the system via the SAP login: various Allevo specific trans-

actions are available there, for example, for entering the selection parameters required for plan-

ning. When the Allevo Master is called, Excel also opens as an integrated part of the SAP inter-

face (see the detailed description in the Allevo & SAP Manual).  

Depending on the Allevo transaction, the Master is called in either “Single, MultiPage or Multi-

Object” mode. 

2. Allevo Business Client (ABC) 

In this format, the Allevo-Master is started by an independent application from the Windows 

workstation of the planner (e.g., via a desktop icon). A selection window (panel) appears with all 

the information required for calling an Allevo Master: for example, information regarding the lay-

out and object data. The panel has basically the same functionality as the Allevo transactions in 

the SAP system. From here, logging into the SAP system is achieved via an RFC connection. From 

the panel, the planner sees all layouts configured for Allevo in the SAP system and can select 

them accordingly: Excel is started and opens the selected Master. From there, a stored AddIn 

takes over the data exchange with the SAP system.  

Alternatively, the Allevo Business Client can also be started directly via the Allevo Master (by 

double-clicking on the file or via a portal). In this way, integration of offline files for data transfer 

to SAP is also possible. 

The Allevo Business Client (referred to here as ABC) is first and foremost an alternative form of 

data entry.  Allevo Customizing (definition of layouts, constant, etc.) is still carried out using the 

Allevo transactions on the SAP side. 

Specific details regarding the ABC format can be found in the Allevo Business Client manual. 

Regardless of the use format, the same Allevo Master can be used in both cases. Recommendation: 

 Use the Inplace variant if the planners are used to working directly in the SAP system, and special 

properties, such as jumping to the document, are important. With this type of format, no special 

software installation is required on the planner’s workstation. 

 The ABC variant provides all Excel functionalities, including those that are not supported by the 

SAP GUI (for example, print preview or status bar functions), depending on the Excel version. This 

variant also has advantages if direct access from the planning file to other Microsoft environment 

files is desired. 

Note: In principle, both processes can be operated in parallel. The Allevo Master's program logic au-

tomatically recognizes the mode in which it is working. 
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 A user-specific logon is required for both formats. This means that all SAP authorizations and 

consistency checks are also adhered to when calling via ABC. 

2.2 Forms of Allevo  

The Allevo Master can be used in two different conceptual forms: 

 In the “Single” form, one SAP object (profit center, cost center, order, or WBS element) can be 

processed in the planning form. The structure (for example the cost elements in the P&L struc-

ture) is usually stored in a fixed manner in the Master. 

 With the “MultiObject” form, all objects are listed in an Excel spreadsheet, whereby different ob-

ject types (e.g., cost centers and orders) can be mixed together. The structure of this list is usu-

ally not rigid, but dynamic. This dynamic response is supported by further Allevo functions, e.g. 

MOD and ProCED (see detailed descriptions from Chapter 13 onwards). 

When working in MultiPage mode, the main worksheet is duplicated as often as objects are selected. 

Afterwards, the data for all selected objects are available in the same Excel file: this format is pre-

ferred for planning with offline files. In MultiPage mode, the main worksheet is usually structured in 

the same way as in the classic single concept, but the functions of the MOM-mode are also available. 

The supplied Allevo-Master template can be used for all of the above-mentioned forms (Single, Mul-

tiObject and MultiPage). 
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3 Structure of the Excel file, worksheets 

3.1 Standard Allevo Master 

The supplied sample template of the Allevo Master is a standard Master for all SAP object types, as 

well as for both Allevo forms Single/Multi or MultiObject (MOM for short). In the "delivery state", the 

Allevo Master (Excel file) contains the following worksheets by default: 

 |Total|   Totals sheet 

 |Start|   Help sheet for formulas (empty) 

 |Allevo|   Main sheet/planning form 

 |MasterData|  Customer specific parameters, Master data… 

 |Customizing|  Settings/specifications (UserExits, settings, headlines, etc.) 

 |Dictionary|  Translations 

 |Infos|   information on the selected objects of the workbook 

 |Corner|   Definition tables for technical data  

 |Navigation|  Control the view and design of the Allevo menu ribbon 

 |Satellite|   Configure the satellite interface 

 |Splasher|   Configure the “Splasher” function 

 |StructureBuilder|  Configure the automated row structure using VBA 

 |Style|   Configure the automatic cell formatting 

 |ChangeLog|  Log documenting changes to the file 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Worksheets in the Allevo Master 

Differentiation: 

 In Single/Multi mode, each SAP object (profit center, cost center, order or WBS element) has its 

own Excel worksheet as a planning form. 

 In the case of MultiPage, the |Allevo| worksheet is copied within the file for each object of the 

selected object group. 

 In Single/Multi mode, you can only work with one object type at a time. 

 The MultiObject concept is an exception to this rule. Here you can plan several objects of differ-

ent types in a list on the main worksheet |Allevo|. 
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3.2 Worksheet |Total| 

This overview sheet is mainly used in Allevo's MultiPage mode; all entry objects are listed in columns 

next to each other to display the values of a single planning scenario (for example, a forecast) for all 

planning objects. The name of the sheet can be freely selected (for details, see Chapter 12). 

3.3  (Worksheet |SUM|)  

This worksheet does not exist in the supplied template, but can be easily created. This summation 

sheet is mainly used in Allevo MultiPage mode; it is a copy of the Allevo sheet and adds up the values 

for all start objects in each value cell. 

3.4 Worksheet |Start| 

This is simply an empty sheet that is required for formulas on the optional summation sheet. If no 

summation sheet is used, this sheet can be deleted. 

3.5 Main worksheet |Allevo| 

The main worksheet is the actual planning form. From here, the data are transferred to SAP, or the 

data are transferred from SAP to this sheet (different from the Customizing sheet). 

Important: A worksheet is recognized by the existence of a range: ROW_Y, which must be created on 

the workbook level. In MultiPage mode, or for a MultiObject with several planning worksheets, the 

range name appears multiple times per sheet. If necessary, it is transferred to the worksheet level by 

copying the |Allevo| sheet. 

Note: In Master versions prior to 3.0, a fixed name assignment was provided for the worksheet with 

the planning form, e.g., "MOM_Mass" or "Template". This is no longer required. 

In earlier Master versions prior to 3.5, the worksheet was recognized by the range name 

"CC_OBJECT" on the workbook. This is no longer necessary and the information in this range 

can now be accessed via the |Info| sheet or the local parameter "OBJECT". 

As the first step, you always have to decide whether the Allevo-Master should be used as a Sin-

gle/Multi- or MultiObject form. 

3.6 Worksheet |MasterData| 

Customer specific tables and formulas, which are required for the main worksheet, are stored here, 

for example, for generating a drop down menu.  

3.7 Worksheet |Customizing| 

This worksheet is used to make general settings and define specifications or parameters. It is divided 

into the following elements: 
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Figure 3.2: Areas of the worksheet |CUSTOMIZING| 

The individual elements of the worksheet |CUSTOMIZING| will be explained in other sections of this 

manual: 

 User Exit:   Section 10.3 

 Settings, Global Infos: Sections 10.1 and 10.4 

 ABC Settings:  see Allevo Business Client manual 

 Collex:   Tool for data transformation, see separate documentation 

 Copy:   Tool for copy function, see separate documentation 

 Form Captions:  See section 10.5Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden wer-

den. 

 Common Flags:  See section 10.6  

 Headline:   See section 10.2 

 MultiObject:  See section 14 

 About:   Information on the program version of the current Master 

3.8 Worksheet |Dictionary| 

Allevo supports multi-lingual use of the Excel planning form. To this end, the worksheet |Dictionary| 

offers the option of translating the menu ribbon and any text entries at a central point in the Master. 

The required text translations are all managed in a table. 

The functions of the dictionary are covered later in this manual (see Chapter 11). 

3.9 Worksheet |Infos| 

The worksheet |Infos| contains all local and global parameters of Allevo. These parameters refer, for 

example, to object selection, application settings, and the SAP system or logged on user. Since the 

parameters have been appropriately named, there is no need for an itemized list. The parameters 

are described in Chapter 6. 

3.10 Worksheet |Corner|  

Here, the structural organization of the Allevo sheet is described and basic settings are defined for 

configuration with the MasterManager tool. This sheet and its contents are for information purposes 

only and should not be changed. 
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3.11 Worksheet |Navigation| 

The entries in the Excel ribbon toolbar are organized via Allevo navigation. The navigation controls 

which columns and rows are to be displayed or hidden, among other things (definition of views; see 

detailed description in Chapter 9). 

3.12 Worksheet |Satellite| 

This sheet describes how to set up the Allevo satellite interface for transferring any table contents 

between Excel and SAP. It is also used to store and describe general parameters such as possible exe-

cution modes. 

3.13 Worksheet |Splasher| 

This sheet is used to set up the basic configuration of the VBA-based Splasher distribution function. 

Since this sheet already contains a self-explanatory example, no written description of the function is 

given here.   

3.14 Worksheet |Structure|  

The StructureBuilder is an additional tool for automatically creating the cost element structure of an 

Allevo-Master as well as the technical access keys (AllocationSets). This can be done on the basis of 

an export file from the SAP system or as a result of a manual revision in the Excel file. 

In particular, the StructureBuilder is also the basis for functions in Allevo MOD that enable the dy-

namic structure of a Master directly in the planning dialog (see Chapter 16, in particular Section 

16.7). 

 

Figure 3.3: Example for the setup of StructureBuilder 

On the worksheet |Structure|, the properties of the respective rows are defined (e.g., row defini-

tions dependent on the cost element type), as well as the desired summation and cell formatting. 

Since this sheet already contains a self-explanatory example, no written description is provided here.   

3.15 Worksheet |Style| 

This sheet is used to set up the basic configuration of the VBA-based dynamic cell formatting "style". 

Since this sheet already contains a self-explanatory example, no written description of the function is 

provided here. 
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3.16 Worksheet |Changelog| 

The Allevo Master is a central planning element. Changes to the Master can also have unintended 

effects (for example, incorrect adjustments to formulas for determining plan values). Because of this 

significance and the potential of such unintended effects, traceability is an important part of the 

change process: the tabular change log on this worksheet is a design suggestion. 
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4 The three Allevo-Excel ground rules 

When configuring the Allevo Master, be sure to consider the following rules: 

(1) In cells containing key values, or those that are relevant for navigation, Excel must not return any 

errors (for example, #NA or #VALUE). These errors can occur if the cell contents are derived from 

formulas. We recommend that you use the IFERROR and ISERROR functions to detect errors.  

(2) A zero is planned, an empty cell is not. Due to this principle, a complete deletion of data is not 

possible via Allevo, only a reset to zero. The same applies to formulas: a zero entry is planned, an 

empty cell created with If (condition; then;"") is not.  

(3)  Excel cells containing a formula are not overwritten by data from SAP. Allevo assumes that the 

cell value is recalculated by the formula. 
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5 Structures within Excel (Corners) 

As of Allevo 3.5, the central structures in the Excel worksheet |ALLEVO| are set up using corner con-

figurations (aptly called “corners”). Each corner is named according to its function and can exist mul-

tiple times within the same worksheet. 

Within each corner there are both row-related and column-related assignments. These assignments 

are made by pairing KeyPointers and Pointers. 

To better understand this principle, it may be useful to have a look at a simple example from the Al-

levo navigation. 

The corner Navigation is shown here, which consists of a column and row axis. The axes are formed 

by 2 name ranges, which are structured as follows: <CornerName>Row and <CornerName>Column. 

To configure the navigation, KeyPointers are placed first, which assign a row or column within the 

corner to a specific navigation property. 

In the example below, this is the property for displaying a specific column or row under a particular 

condition (1,2 or *, Q). The entries that are specifically assigned to the respective KeyPointers are 

called Pointers. 

 

Figure 5.1: General structure of the Allevo Master on the Excel worksheet |ALLEVO| 

In Allevo 3.5, the dialog is controlled by additional range names, which will become superfluous in 

the future. For more information on the dialog, see Chapter 7. 

Since each corner always refers to columns and rows, a precise range that is affected by the corner is 

always configured. Other ranges outside of the corner axes are therefore always independent of the 

corner and not affected by it. 

On the |ALLEVO| sheet there is a corner for the cost element structure - i.e. the direct planning of 

statistical key figures, activity types and cost elements - as well as a corner for detailed investment 

planning in satellite 01. The actual number of Streets is therefore dependent on the number of satel-

lites used in the |ALLEVO| worksheet and on the use of additional functions. 
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In Allevo 3.5, the Allevo dialog with SAP is controlled using control elements that are defined with 

Excel name ranges. 
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6 Global and local object information 

6.1 Functional overview  

On the worksheet |Infos|, Allevo keeps global and local object information for the following applica-

tions: 

 Transfer of additional information from SAP to Excel, 

 Consistency checks for the case that you are working with a locally saved planning file (offline 

mode). 

Note: If you want to continue planning with an offline Allevo file, the local parameters OBJECT, VER-

SION, YEAR and PERITO are compared with the specifications entered in the Allevo start 

screen. If the file does not match, there is a conflict. The file will not opened. 

The global object information always refers to the entire workbook and the start object selected 

when starting planning, whereas the local object information differs for each Excel worksheet. 

To access this object information, you can use the Kern parameter functions: 

 

Figure 6.1: Insert object information using the parameter function 

Of course, it is also possible to use standard Excel formulas to refer to the Infos worksheet. Experi-

ence has shown, however, that these are not as intuitive as the parameter formulas. 

For use in Allevo MultiObject mode, the reference to the main object of a page is not always suffi-

cient, especially if objects and object types in the respective sheet change. In this case, entries at the 

row level or for all objects mentioned are of more interest. In this case, constant READ_ELE-

MENT_DATA may be helpful: it provides master data information for all objects in the Allevo Master 

that are otherwise only available via CC_CUSTINFOxx. The transfer is done with the help of comment 

columns. 

6.2 List of available parameters 

Here is a list of the currently available parameters (for both global and local): 

Cell Meaning 

CONTROLLINGAREA Controlling area according to the selection in SAP. 

OBJECT Object number from the SAP internal display (e.g. with leading zeros for cost center and 

order). In MultiPage mode, this is the object number on the current sheet.  

VERSION Version for which planning should take place, according to the Allevo settings in SAP (al-

ways refers to the year that is entered in the column definition CX_WW on the SAP side). 

Same contents as GLOBAL_VERSION.  

PLANYEAR Fiscal year according to the Allevo settings in SAP (CX_WW in the column definitions). 

Same contents as GLOBAL_PLANYEAR.  
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SETCLASS Setclass as an identifier of the SAP object type to be processed: for example, “0101” for 

cost centers, “0103” for orders, “0110” for WBS elements. The cell should be formatted 

for text.  

For data transfer to SAP, the object type can also be directly entered (e.g. “KS” as equiva-

lent to “0101” for cost center, see also CC_OBJECTTYPE).  

RESPONSIBLE The responsible user entered in the SAP master data for the current object (e.g. for the 

cost center, order, WBS element...).  

PERITO To period according to the Allevo settings in SAP (CX_RR in the column definitions). Same 

contents as GLOBAL_PERITO.  

TEXT Object description (short text from the master record for cost center, order, etc.). For 

WBS elements, the internal WBS number and level are additionally transferred.  

SYSID SAP-System used to generate the file 

DATE Date of file generation 

ACTUALYEAR Year setting for the actuals reading definition CX_RR  

TRANSACTION Allevo transaction with which the file was generated 

LANGUAGE Logon language 

LOGSYS SAP-System on which the file was generated 

GROUP Group that is stored in the master record for the starting object 

PROFITCENTER Profit center that is assigned to the selected object 

LSTARS Yes/no for reading the dynamic activity relationships 

ADP Yes/no for activating activity dependent planning 

USER User that generated the file 

LAYOUT Allevo layout with which the file was generated 

FROM For interval selection: From value 

TO For interval selection: To value 

OBJECTGROUP For group selection: Group entry  

PROJECT Only for WBS elements: Assigned project 

STATUS Allevo planning status for the current object 

DESCRIPTION Detailed object description (long text from the master record for the object, available for 

KS, PC, and BP, otherwise the ID of the assigned cost centers) 

ALLEVOVERSION Allevo version number in SAP 

COMPANYCODE Company code of the planning object 

GROUPNAME For group selection: Name of the selected group  

FCODE Technical function code from SAP 

REPRESENTATIVE Representative from the master record 

OBJECTTYPE ID of the SAP object type as an alternative to CC_SECTL (Allevo supports KS, BP, OR, PC, 

PR).  

See also GLOBAL_OBJECTTYPE with then equivalent entry for the representative object. 

COSTCENTER Assigned cost center of the object 

CUSTINFO1-10 The fields CC_CUSTINFO01 to CC_CUSTINFO10 can show any additional information for 

the current object that may be, e.g. stored in the respective SAP master record, but also 

information such as the name of an assigned 1:n group or an indicator that reporting 

mode is active (see the detailed F1 documentation for constant MAP_FIELDxx). 

For use in MO-mode, all information can also be made available at the row level (see con-

stant READ_ELEMENT_DATA).  
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SHEETCOMMENT 

(Currently still transferrable 

via name range ‘CC_COM-

MENT’) 

A long comment for planning can be saved here (sheet comment). This comment is ap-

plied generally to the object (cost center, order or WBS element). It can contain more that 

255 characters and is saved as an SAP script. The text can be centrally called and edited 

via the Allevo menu |Satellite tables| (saved in table /KERN/IPPLTEXT)  

OBJECT2 Object description (short text from the master record for cost center, order, etc.); For 

WBS elements, the internal WBS number and level are also transferred.  

ISOLANGUAGE Logon language of the SAP system with which the data was generated 

CURRCONTROLLINGAREA Currency of the controlling area (according to CX_WW) 

CURROBJECT Object currency (according to the entry in the master record of the current object)  

TREEVIEW Yes/no to activate Tree view 

CURRATE Current exchange rate from object to controlling area currency (see also note on constant 

EXCH_RATE_PARAM).  

OfflineProcessing Information on whether file was generated via offline export  

OBJECT1 Like CC_OBJECT but for external representation (so, without leading zeros).  
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7 Main area of the cost element structure 

7.1 The controlling elements for column and row definitions 

The controlling elements for the cost element structure include all Allevo definitions with which the 

communication between Excel and SAP is controlled.  

Note: The term "cost element structure" is actually somewhat narrow, because of course statistical 

key figures and activity types can also be included in this structure. 

 When using MultiObject (MOM), the structure also refers to a more or less arbitrary combina-

tion of object and cost element (or object and activity type or object and key figure). 

 

 

Figure 7.1: Controlling elements for the cost element structure 

 In cell AB37, a three-column definition range "ROW_Y" begins, which designates the sheet as an 

Allevo sheet. This sheet is used to transfer annual values between SAP and Excel. 

 Next to the year range, there is a three column month range “ROW_M”, which begins at cell 

AE37.  

 The three row Excel range Z26:AU28 (and, if necessary, further columns to the right) contains the 

Allevo column definitions for annual planning. The entire range here is defined with the Excel 

range name “COL_Y”.  

 The two column Excel range Z37:AA55 contains the object list along with “Setclass / Object Type” 

for using the Allevo Master as a MultiObject form. Both columns can be positioned inde-

pendently; this information is determined by creating intersections using the KeyPointers 

MO_AO or MO_AOTYP with the entire rows of the ROW_Y/ROW_M range (which are used for 

the information SETCLASS and OBJECTTYPE). 
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Tip: Use the keyboard combination Ctrl+G (go to) to go to the named ranges. 

Allevo uses definitions via Excel ranges, which can be named using the standard Excel approach (Ex-

cel Menu |Insert – Name – Define| or the keyboard combination Ctrl+F3). These definitions must be 

contained on the |ALLEVO| worksheet. If a definition is missing here, an error message will appear 

when calling the Allevo Master in SAP.  

The Excel range names are permanently fixed to the selected cell range. If columns or rows are en-

tered or deleted, then the ranges are changed or moved accordingly. Through the stability of the 

connection to a cell, you can achieve great freedom during individual design of the layout. 

Note: The systematics of the Allevo row and column definitions are closely related to the Allevo set-

tings on the SAP side, found in the administration menu |Settings|, folder |Column/row defini-

tions|. Please refer to the corresponding explanations in the Allevo & SAP manual.  

 Descriptions (e.g. for cost elements) are usually permanently stored in the Master. In some 

cases, however, it may be useful to transfer these descriptions directly from SAP (language de-

pendent). In this case, the constant READ_ELEMENT_TEXTS can be used.   

7.2 Planning on a yearly or monthly basis  

The column definitions for planning on either a monthly or a yearly basis are different: 

 COL_Y Excel range name for planning on a yearly basis 

 COL_M Excel range name for planning on a monthly basis 

For planning on a yearly basis, you can differentiate between activity independent and activity de-

pendent planning.  

 

Figure 7.2: Section from yearly planning with Excel ranges for column and row definitions 

The column structure in Allevo is defined by the Excel ranges COL_Y and COL_M. The ranges should 

therefore be created for all Excel columns that are to be used in yearly and monthly planning.  
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In Allevo Standard, COL_Y and COL_M are applied to the same columns. The Allevo ranges ROW_Y 

and ROW_M are applied to the same rows. 

The combinations COL_Y/ROW_Y and COL_M/ROW_M can also be arranged in a staggered way. If 

you wish to do this, please contact us.  

7.3 Yearly basis: key columns  

The column organization in the Allevo Master orients itself according to the customary SAP report 

structure, consisting of key columns for cost elements, for example, as well as columns for the trans-

action data (the observed periods and value types). 

 

Figure 7.3: Yearly planning and the corresponding Excel range name (red arrow) 

The range COL_Y, where you enter Allevo column definitions always consists of two or optionally 

three connected rows. The first row contains the column definitions for planning, the second row 

contains the definitions for reading data. 

 Key column in Figure 7.3: Columns Q-X 

 Transaction data in Figure 7.3: Columns AA-... 

In Allevo 3.5, the third row for yearly planning is not yet filled with individual pointers, however the 

third column makes it possible to read and plan without entering the dimension ID (_V, _Q, etc.). In 

these cases, the Allevo row definitions determine whether the transferred values should be inter-

preted as a quantity or as an amount.  

The key columns define in which Excel columns the data for cost elements (or statistical key figures 

or activity types), possible partner objects (sender cost center, sender activity type) or SAP distribu-

tion keys are expected. Allevo definitions for key columns should always be in both rows, that is, in 

the rows for both the read and write definitions: 

 

Allevo column definition for:  Column function 

Reading Planning  

MO_AO MO_AO MultiObject: Object key (e.g. cost center). 

Alternatively, a group can also be entered here (for example, cost center 

group after selection in the Tree). Allevo then reads the data of all objects 

contained within in total, similar to 1:n planning. Reading groups is mainly 

intended for reporting functions (for details, see constant 

MULTI_WITH_GROUPS). 
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Allevo column definition for:  Column function 

Reading Planning  

With this column, a suitable Excel cell format must be used (e.g. "Text" in-

stead of "Standard") so that the object numbers are understood correctly 

when transferred to SAP (may be crucial, for example, with numeric object 

IDs). 

MO_AOTYP MO_AOTYP MultiObject: Object type or setclass of the object.  

Both keys are also possible (i.e. KS or 0101 for cost centers; OR or 0103; PR 

or 0110; PC or 0106). 

See the parameter UseMOMObjectType in the Allevo settings.  

CY_KEY CY_KEY SAP Key for cost element, activity type, statistical key figure or group (e.g. 

cost element group) 

CY_DISKEY CY_DISKEY SAP distribution key has to exist on the SAP side (not applicable as of ver-

sion 3.0). Please set up new definitions (see Section 7.5.4) 

CY_KEYS CY_KEYS SAP key of the sender cost center for activity allocation 

CY_KEYSTYPE CY_KEYSTYPE SAP sender object type (dynamic range) 

CY_KEYSA CY_KEYSA SAP key of the sender activity type for activity allocation 

CY_KEYR CY_KEYR 1. Receiver object for crediting from activity allocation. 

When using constant SPLIT_PAROB only the SAP key for the receiver cost 

center (dynamic range X) 

2. Special case for “Quantities for primary costs via row definition B” for 

transferring an individual quantity unit (see Allevo & SAP manual) 

3. Transfer of special features when reading and writing, e.g., for the func-

tional area (see constant READ_WITH_KEYR) 

CY_KEYRTYPE CY_KEYRTYPE SAP receiving object type (dynamic range X) 

CY_KEYRA CY_KEYRA SAP key of the receiver activity type for crediting from activity allocation 

(see constant SPLIT_PAROB, dynamic range X) 

CY_ADP CY_ADP Controls whether the cost element or statistical key figure under CY_KEY is 

planned as activity type dependent. 

An entry of 1 or 2 activates activity dependent planning via Excel (see Sec-

tion 7.5.2) 

An entry of 3 or 4 makes it so that the activity dependent planning is con-

trolled via the defined set of rules (see Section 7.7.2) 

For using MultiObject via Excel assignments, the following column definitions play a role:  

Allevo column definitions for: Column function 

Reading Planning  

MO_YW/MO_MW  Plan row definition for year/month 

MO_YR1/MO_MR1  Read row definition for year/month 1 

MO_YR2/MO_MR2  Read row definition for year/month 2 

MO_Var1 MO_Var1  
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7.4 Column definitions/TimeSets for transaction data 

7.4.1 Features and suffix (value key) 

The columns for the transaction data refer to the corresponding column groups (column definitions) 

of the Allevo settings in the SAP system. You specify the years/periods, versions and value types to 

which the data shown in Excel refers (both for reading and planning). The basic structure and mean-

ing of the abbreviations used are described in the Allevo & SAP manual. 

Note: The term “column definition” is derived from the fact that it results in the properties of the Ex-

cel column in whose header the ID code is entered. In newer Allevo versions, this ID code can 

also be entered in a row (e.g., to view the monthly actuals and plan values in two adjacent 

rows). For this reason, the term “TimeSet” is also sometimes used.  

Common ID codes include “CY_RW, CX_WW, CM_R1”. In earlier program versions, there were 

some restrictions on the allocation of the names (for example, structures according to the pat-

tern CY_Rn and CY_Rn for reading). Today, there are other keys such as CY_RAA or CY_RP1, for 

using ID codes that are more descriptive. 

The validity of a key is always checked on the ABAP side.  

On the Excel side, a suffix (additional ending) for the column group describes which quanti-

ties/amounts or keys are to be addressed using a column group defined in SAP. The suffix defines the 

data type. Since the introduction of the three-row year header (COL_Y), it has been possible to dis-

pense with this suffix in order to leave the decision on transferring the dimension (quan-

tity/amounts) to the row definition alone. In this way, you can use the same column to read and plan 

quantities for statistical key figures and amounts for cost elements, for example. See also Section 

7.4.2. 

Note On the Excel side, CY_RW_V is used to read an amount via the group CY_RW; CY_RW_Q would 

read a quantity (e.g. for a row with key figures).  

 

Some suffixes only make sense for columns with entries for years (e.g. distribution key). The follow-

ing are currently available: 

Suffix Meaning Type L Read 

P Plan 

X Both 

J Year 

M Month 

X Both 

 

_V Value Value X X  

_V2 Value 2 (for a 2nd currency) Value X X  

_VF Value fix (activity type dependent planning) Value X X  

_Q Quantity Quantity X X  

_QF Quantity fix (activity type dependent planning) Quantity X X  

_QV Quantity variable (activity type dependent planning) Quantity X X  

_QM Quantity maximal (only for statistical key figures) Quantity L L  
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Suffix Meaning Type L Read 

P Plan 

X Both 

J Year 

M Month 

X Both 

 

_PF Price fix Price X L  

_PV Price variable Price X L  

_PU Price unit (Price per xx units) (Text) L L  

_N Notes Text X J  

_DKF Distribution key (fix) Text X J  

_DKV Distribution key (variable) Text X J  

_C Capacity (activity types) Quantity L L  

_D Activity scheduled Quantity L L  

_O Output (activity types) 

(reserved for future developments) 

Quantity - -  

_EN Equivalence (activity types) 

(reserved for future developments) 

(Text) - -  

As you can see, the first character in the suffix always creates a basic differentiation of content, for 

example, V = Value, Q = Quantity, D = Distribution key.  

Note The list above is up to date as of Allevo 3.5. For restrictions in previous versions, please refer 

to an earlier manual.  

7.4.2 Default functions for the suffix (value key) 

It is not always advisable to separate quantity and value columns. An unnecessarily large number of 

columns would result, especially when planning using periods. For this reason, Allevo makes it possi-

ble to work with default functions for the suffix. 

Example: Without any suffix, the SAP side decides which content is to be read, for example, quantity for 

the statistical key figure and activity type or value for primary costs, based on the respective 

row definition. On the SAP side, the respective suffix is derived (for example" for row defini-

tion A for primary costs). 

For differentiating between fixed and variable portions, Allevo uses a pseudo-suffix “_FIX” and 

“_VAR”. The last three columns in the following table describe which suffix the SAP side uses in each 

case.  

Area Row definition Default  

(no Suffix)  

_VAR _FIX 

CO-primary costs A, B, I ,J _V Value _VV _VF 

CO-secondary costs C, D _Q Quantity _QV _QF 
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Area Row definition Default  

(no Suffix)  

_VAR _FIX 

Statistical key figures Q, R, S _Q Quantity _QV _QF 

Activity types M _Q Quantity _QV _QF 

Capacity of activity types N _C Capacity   

Profit center without quantities A, C, E, G, I  

P (for PC integration) 

_V Value _VV _VF 

Profit center with quantities  B, D, F, H, J _Q Quantity _QV _QF 

For the different properties of the row definitions mentioned above, see the explanations below.  

7.4.3 Differentiating the “Compact” and Balloon” variants 

In order to be able to use the column definitions presented here, the corresponding ID code must be 

entered in one of the following ranges of the Allevo Master: 

 COL_Y Excel range names for planning on a yearly basis 

 COL_M Excel range name for planning on a monthly basis 

These ranges can contain 2 or 3 rows: by now, the “Balloon” variant with 3 rows is common, which 

has been available for monthly planning since Allevo 3.0 and for yearly planning since Allevo 3.4. The 

data types listed above as suffixes of the column definitions apply to this variant. 

Differences between the two variants are most visible in monthly planning:  

 The "compact" procedure can plan for 12 or 24 months exact-to-the-month. However, it does 

not differentiate between quantity or value columns, so that primary cost columns always con-

tain values, and activity allocation always contains quantities. 

 The "Balloon" variant can plan any number of periods in any number of years. You can differenti-

ate between quantity and value columns by using the suffixes (_Q/_V) as described above. 

Within yearly planning, the advantages of the "Balloon" variant are particularly evident in the ex-

tended range of data types that can be used as suffixes for column definitions. The data types listed 

in the section above also only apply to this variant. 

The older compact procedure is only partially described in the manual here (for details please refer 

to earlier manuals). 

7.5 Column definitions/TImeSets on a yearly basis: use cases 

7.5.1 Functional overview (activity independent part) 

The columns for the transaction data refer to the corresponding column definitions from the Allevo 

settings. You specify the years/periods, versions and value types to which the data shown in Excel 

refers (both for reading and planning). 

Note: The properties of the column definitions are assigned on the SAP side in the Allevo administra-

tion menu |Properties|, folder |Column/row definitions|. 
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See the Allevo & SAP manual for further information.  

The column definitions for yearly planning must be entered in the Excel range COL_Y. The range usu-

ally consists of three rows (“Balloon” variant): 

 The first row contains the column definition for planning 

 The second row contains the column definition for reading 

 The third row is reserved for future enhancements; it has no function at this time (it is used inter-

nally only to distinguish it from the previous, two-line compact procedure) 

The following table describes some common ID codes for column definitions:  

Allevo column definition for: Column function 

Reading Planning  

CX_RR_<extension> 

(z. B. CX_RR_V) 

 Allevo column definition for reading actuals data from the 

current year.  

CX_RR can also be used as the definition for exact-to-the-

month reading of actuals data for year 1.  

CY_RW_<extension> 

(z. B. CY_RW_V) 

 Allevo column definitions for the reading of plan data for the 

main planning year. The settings correspond to CX_WW. As of 

Allevo 3.5, it is possible to do away with this version in many 

cases, since CX_WW can also be used directly as a reading 

reference. 

CY_R1_<extension> – 

CY_R99_<extension> 

(z. B. CY_R1_V) 

 Further possible column definitions for reading data.  

 CX_WW_<extension> 

(z. B. CX_WW_V) 

Allevo column definition for the main planning year (writing). 

The settings for CX_WW is decisive for the status in status 

management.  

CX_WW can also be used as the only definition for activity 

type dependent planning (in the direct approach). 

CX_WW is also used as a writing definition for the exact-to-

the-month planning of year 1. 

 CY_W1_<extension> – 

CY_W99_<extension> 

(z. B. CY_W1_V) 

Other possible column definitions for writing data. You can 

only use activity-type-dependent planning for these defini-

tions if you plan using the set of rules. 

In addition to the column definitions CX_RR, CY_RW (reading) and CX_WW (writing), any other col-

umn definitions can also be used, e.g. CY_R1 and CY_R2 for reading columns and CY_W1 and CY_W2 

for writing columns. 

Note: The entries in the table above correspond to an Allevo standard for the names of the column 

definitions, since in earlier program versions the names had to be assigned with such re-

strictions (e.g. structure according to the pattern CY_Rn_Q and CY_Rn_V for reading). 
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Today, however, keys such as CY_RAA_Q or CY_RP1_V are also possible, for using ID codes 

that are more descriptive. The validity of a key is always checked on the ABAP side. 

Further information for use in the Allevo Master: 

 All column definitions that read or transfer data from SAP can be fit with a suffix on the Excel 

side, which characterizes the data type of the column (a list of possible suffixes can be found in 

Section 7.4 above).  

 The order of the Allevo column definitions should not matter as long as they are entered in the 

cells in the range COL_Y. 

 Reading and planning definitions can be in one column, since they are addressed by different ac-

tions (read reference data, transfer plan data). As of Allevo 3.5, the same columns can be used 

for both reading and writing. This read/write direction can be configured on the SAP side and re-

stricted if necessary. 

 Any number of additional columns can be inserted, e.g. for calculation operations or deviation 

analyses, which do not have to be provided with Allevo column definitions. 

7.5.2 Activity type dependent part (ADP) 

Activity type dependent planning is only relevant for cost centers. The following information only ap-

plies if you use the "Direct Procedure" via Excel for activity type dependent planning (ADP). When 

using the "rule planning" via an Allevo set of rules on the SAP side, this part can be omitted in the Al-

levo Master.  

For a more detailed description of the Direct Procedure and Rule Planning, see the Allevo & SAP 

Manual. 

The Allevo Master also uses a column system to map the activity type dependencies. This is an exten-

sion of yearly planning and supplements the standard part of activity type independent planning with 

additional columns in which the individual activity types of a cost center are addressed differently for 

planning. If the ADP is to be carried out on a monthly basis using the "direct procedure", please refer 

to Section 7.6. 

You can plan up to 20 activity types for each cost center, in an activity type dependent manner. From 

a technical point of view, the costs are not assigned to the cost center (KS object), but more precisely 

to an activity type of the cost center (KL object). To be able to make this assignment for each activity 

type, there are up to six columns (CYA_1, CYA_2, CYA_3, each with a distinction in _VF= "Value Fix" 

and _VV= "Value Variable") in the standard Master for each activity type. Using these columns, you 

can plan quantities and values, differentiated by fixed and variable portions, with fixed and variable 

distribution keys. In Excel, up to 20 differentiations per activity type (CYA_1 to CYA_20) are possible, 

since CYA_0 always forms the activity type independent part. There is no upper limit to the number 

of dependent activity types in the Allevo SAP rule framework. 

The implementation on the Excel side is explained briefly here: For the ADP, the Excel range COL_Y 

on the |ALLEVO| sheet is extended by additional columns. Activity type dependent planning has its 

own Allevo column definitions, which are to be entered in the COL_Y range. To assign the columns to 

an activity type, an additional Excel range name is inserted for each activity type. This Excel range 

name groups together the corresponding columns like a bracket. The result is that the columns be-

longing to an activity type are displayed in a column group. 
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Figure 7.4: Structure of a column group per activity type (complete, example activity type 1410) 

In the standard Master, the ADP zone is placed between the yearly and monthly zone. 

Important: The ID codes and range names used below already refer to definitions that have been com-

mon up to Allevo version 3.4. As of Allevo version 3.4, the so-called balloon variant with a 

three-row COL_Y range is also available for yearly data. In this context, some range names 

have also changed (see Section 7.5.6). 

These Excel range names are called (up to Allevo 3.3): 

 CYA_0 for activity type independent quantities and values, 

 CYA_1 for the quantities/values of the 1st activity type of a cost center, 

 ... 

 CYA_20 for the quantities/values for the 20th activity type of a cost center  

In the cell ranges from CYA_1 to CYA_20 in Excel, the actual SAP keys for the activity types of a cost 

center should be entered (directly or derived from a formula, such as Service Hours in the example in 

Figure 7.5). Of course, there only need to be so many cell ranges named with CYA_1 to CYA_20 as the 

maximum number of possible activity types per cost center. 

 Within the framework of activity type dependent planning, it is also possible to plan independent 

values and quantities. For this purpose, there is the independent column block (CYA_O). 

 Figure 7.5 illustrates that activity type dependent planning is based on the row structure of activ-

ity type independent planning. It is therefore based on the same range ROW_Y for controlling 

the Allevo row definition (see Section 7.6). 

 Planning is carried out according to SAP specifications, i.e. the value columns are used for pri-

mary costs and the quantity columns for activity inputs. 

 To plan a cost input on an activity type of the cost center, the KL object must exist for the rele-

vant fiscal year and the version, that is, at least one plan price has to exist for the activity type. 

Notes: In the Allevo Master, not all column definitions of a column group must be used. For exam-

ple, you can omit the columns for fixed and variable quantities in pure value planning. 

 There are no variable components for the independent part (CYA_0). Therefore, the Allevo 

column definitions are sufficient for fixed quantities and values. The independent part is only 

necessary if you want to plan independently and dependently simultaneously for a single 

cost element of the same cost center. 
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 Please note that the range names CYA_0, CYA_1, etc. must always cover all columns that 

contain the Allevo column definition for the respective activity type. 

 If you want to write comments for each activity type in activity type dependent planning, 

you must use separate column definitions for each activity type. 

 In individual cases, it may be useful to store the activity types in satellite tables and fill the 

CYA_X range from there. This makes it possible to manage activity types dependent on cost 

centers.  

In this case, the constant READ_LSTARTABLE must also be set to ensure that the correct se-

quence is followed when transferring data between Excel and SAP. 

 

 

Figure 7.5: structure of the activity type dependent part in yearly planning for 2 activity types 

The activity type (1) from quantity planning (KP26) repeats itself as a column (2) in activity type de-

pendent cost planning. The cell of this column in which the activity type is located receives an Excel 

range name (3). The cost elements are activated in the AM column (column definition CY_ADP) for 

activity type dependent planning (4). The cost element is then planned according to activity type in 

the relevant column ((5) columns AS - AV). The columns for activity type dependent quantity plan-

ning (activity inputs) are missing in the figure above. 

Complete access key Column configuration 
Range name for  

respective activity type 

CYA_0_DKF Distribution key 

CYA_0_QF Quantity fix 

CYA_0_VF Value fix 

CYA_1_DKF Distribution key fix 

CYA_1_QF Quantity fix 

CYA_1_VF Value fix 

CYA_1_DKV Distribution key variable 
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CYA_1_QV Quantity variable 

CYA_1_VV Value variable 

…The following pattern applies for other activity types… 

CYA_n_dF 

CYA_n_dV 

The following constants control further functions of activity type dependent planning: 

 BUTTON_LSVAR Button for displaying the rules from the rule framework 

 LSTAR_VARIATOR Activate rules for activity type dependent planning 

 PLAN_AEQUZIFF Transfer the equivalence number for the activity type from Excel to SAP  

 TARIF_0_PLAN Activity planning for KL objects without a price 

 TARIF_KZ Price number and price unit 

 READ_ADP Rule planning based on reference data 

 READ_LSTARTABLE Sequence for reading activity types via satellite  

 SAVE_ACTDEP Save entries for CY_ADP/CM_ADP 

 SPLIT_PAROB Activity dependent planning with spilt KL object 

 USE_DYN_ACTDEP Dynamic range: display receiver for activity inputs 

Activity type dependent planning over several years: If an activity type is entered via CY_KEYRA, Al-

levo can also read and plan in an activity type dependent manner without specifying CY_ADP (this 

should then be done separately for fixed and variable portions, the total value is always read for 

months). Alternatively, a row can also work with an empty entry in CY_KEYRA to read the activity 

type independent portions (this should be done using a separate row definition). 

7.5.3 Read and plan prices  

To read prices, the corresponding option must be set in the Allevo column definition (see also con-

stant TARIF_KZ). 

By default, prices for secondary costs are only read if values have been posted beforehand. Using the 

constant READ_SEC_TARIF ensures that the prices are always read as well (that is, also for new plan-

ning). 

In connection with the planning of activities on cost centers (SAP transaction KP26), prices can also 

be planned. For this purpose, the writing column definitions (CX_WW, CY_W1, etc.) can be provided 

with the corresponding extensions PV, PF, PU (e. g. CX_WW_PV, CX_WW_PF, CX_WW_PU) and in-

serted as a column in the planning form. All three column definitions must exist (see Section 7.5.1). 

Note: Prices are only planned if an activity quantity is also planned. If no price unit is given, the value 

1 is used as the default. 

 Prices are only planned on a yearly basis. 

7.5.4 Distribution key 

As of Allevo 3.0, it has been possible to define the distribution keys not only generally at the cost ele-

ment level, but also depending on the column definition. In the case of multi-year planning, you can 
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therefore plan each year using a separate distribution key. The system differentiates between distri-

bution keys for "fixed" (_DKF) and "variable" (_DKV). 

Constants with functions relating to the distribution key:  

 PLAN_DISKEY This constant makes it possible to transfer a distribution key (fixed and variable) 

from the Allevo Master when using rule planning.  

 PLAN_DK_FIXVAR Using this constant allows the fixed distribution key for cost centers to be 

transferred to the variable distribution key. 

 READ_DISKEY Constant for reading the last planned distribution key  

 READ_DISKEY_ALL Constant for reading the last planned distribution key 

7.5.5 Planning comments 

The row comments function can be activated for each column definition “to be planned” (suffix 

“_N”). This makes it possible to save and read comments for each fiscal year or plan version, even in 

the case of multi-year planning. 

The row comments are stored for the cost element, activity type, or statistical key figure. These com-

ments are transferred to SAP with each row definition in the first column of the ROW_Y range (Year 

write). In order to transfer row comments to SAP for monthly planning, you can use the row key "T" 

(only comments) in the year write/read range. 

Note: The entry T is also suitable for entering a comment at the level of a totals row. In the key col-

umn CY_KEY, you can make an entry of your choice (in capital letters or numbers) with a maxi-

mum length of 10 characters. 

When reading the comments, make sure that the "reading" column definition used is set up with a 

reference to the column definition with which the comments were planned (see Allevo settings on 

SAP side). 

Comment fields can also be used to store information that is not directly meant as a planning com-

ment (for example, to control Excel formulas). In this case in particular, you must ensure that the ap-

propriate Excel cell format is used (e.g. "Text" instead of "Standard"), so that, for example, the con-

tent is processed reproducibly in Excel (equal signs as the first letter would, depending on the case, 

indicate the content as a formula or as text content). 

The row comments can be included in the Allevo report/report interface; they are therefore also 

available for evaluations via standard SAP reports (transaction GR55) by means of a document jump. 

See the Allevo & SAP manual for setting up the interface. 

Remove comments 

Usually, only Excel cells with contents are transferred to SAP. This function, which is useful in most 

cases, can lead to a situation where existing comments cannot be deleted later in SAP (when reading 

the data again, the comments remain). This situation can occur if the corresponding planning column 

is empty or the comments are generated via a column definition that is only designed for comments.  
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Solution for this special case: if the key 'WriteEmptyComments' is active in the Allevo settings on the 

Customizing sheet, Allevo writes the special character ' ~' into a comment cell as soon as the user de-

letes the content (only applies to columns with the suffix ' _N'). Since this special character is also 

transferred to SAP, it indicates that a comment already existed. 

Sheet comments (per object) 

In addition to row comments, Allevo also makes it possible to create a long text comment for each 

Excel sheet (sheet comment). When calling via an individual object or via MultiPage, the text for the 

selected object (e.g. cost center, WBS element) is created and saved. A cell with range name 

CC_COMMENT must exist on the relevant Excel sheet as a cell definition (see Section 6.2). 

Superordinate display / editing 

A superordinate evaluation and editing of comments is also possible via Shuttle or the Allevo Menu 

|Satellite tables| (see Allevo & SAP manual). 

7.5.6 Yearly planning using the “Balloon” variant  

As of Allevo 3.4, a three-row COL_Y range can be used. In this case, the value keys mentioned above 

are used as suffixes for a column definition (even in activity type dependent planning).  

Example with excerpt from an Allevo Master: 

 

Figure 7.6: Example with the Balloon variant for years 

Some properties: 

 In this case, it is possible to work completely without a suffix: Allevo then independently recog-

nizes on the basis of the respective row definition whether quantities or values are to be read 

(duplicate columns may no longer be necessary); see column CY_W1/CY_R1 in the figure above. 

 The third row serves as a trigger for the changed functions (equivalent to the period display); en-

tries in this row are not currently supported. 

 The entries for activity type-dependent column definitions are formatted as follows: CYA_[0-

20]_[COLTYPE], for example,"CYA_1_V" (see column marked [1] in the figure above). 

7.6 Column definitions/Timesets on a monthly basis: Use cases  

7.6.1 Differences between the “Compact” and “Balloon” variants 

The controlling element of monthly planning functions according to the same principle as yearly plan-

ning. The Excel range definition COL_M must cover at least all columns that deal with monthly data.  

For planning on a monthly basis, the three-row flexible “Balloon” procedure has been available since 

Allevo 3.0. For the older more limited approach, please see the Allevo 2.9 manual.  
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The “Balloon” variant can plan any number of periods in any number of years. A column differentia-

tion between quantity and value columns is possible, but not necessary in every case (the rows can 

also determine the differentiation between quantities/amounts).  

SAP recognizes the special periods 13 to 16, which can be read and planned explicitly and separately 

from the 12 months in the Balloon variant. 

There is no special range for activity type dependent planning, since a monthly breakdown would re-

sult in an unmanageable number of columns. However, you can still do activity type dependent plan-

ning on a monthly basis. The various activity types are then displayed at the row level and entered in 

the column with the definition CM_KEYRA. 

Note: Monthly planning can be set up separately from annual planning. Only the ranges ROW_Y (for 

sheet recognition) and CX_WW for Allevo status management are always mandatory. 

7.6.2 Key columns for monthly planning  

In the Excel range definition COL_M, the cells that identify the columns with the corresponding con-

tents need to be provided with a column definition. The table below shows the column definitions 

for the key columns: 

Column definition for  COL_M Column function  

Read Plan  

CM_KEY CM_KEY SAP key for cost element, activity type, statistical key figure of group (e.g. cost ele-

ment group) 

 CM_KEYRA Receiving activity type of the cost center 

 CM_KEYS Sender cost center 

 CM_KEYSA Sender activity type 

 

CM_FV1 Variable indicator, if activity type dependent planning is to be used for month zone 

1 (V for variable, F for fix) 

 

CM_FV2 Variable indicator, if activity type dependent planning is to be used for month zone 

2 (V for variable, F for fix, opposite to CM_FV1) 

 

CM_ADP Indicator whether the cost element or statistical key figure under CY_KEY should 

be planned as activity type dependent. An entry of 1 activates activity type de-

pendent planning via Excel, so that the settings should be set up in accordance 

with Section 7.5.2.  If you enter 3, planning is carried out using the set of rules from 

rule planning (see Allevo & SAP manual). 

 

Note: The key columns of annual planning and monthly planning, which are identical in terms of con-

tent, can also be arranged on top of each other, as shown in Figure 7.2 for the cost element. 

7.6.3 Setting up monthly planning 

The functional principle of the Allevo column definitions for monthly planning differs slightly from 

that of annual planning. Here, although each column on the Excel side - that is, each individual 

month - has its own definition, the Allevo administration menu on the SAP side contains the defini-

tions for the year and the version for the twelve months as a whole. The "Balloon" variant for the 
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months is defined by a three-row range "COL_M", whereby the third row directly corresponds to the 

respective period. 

 

Figure 7.7: "Balloon" variant with three-row range COL_M 

Note: Monthly planning only contains a single column per month by default. Using the key exten-

sions _Q/_V, a further column can be added for differentiating between quantity and value. 

Within the first month block (CM_R1), actual and plan data can be mixed during the readout (for ex-

ample, months 1-7 actual data, as of month 8 plan data; see also F1 help for the constant YEAR1_PE-

RIOD): 

 1st month block, i.e. for months 1 to 12 and the column definition CM_R1: 

□ Plan: CX_WW 

□ Read: CX_RR, CM_R1 (depending on activation of the mixed function) 

The same row definitions as for yearly planning are used (see Section 7.7.2). 

You can use the extensions known from annual planning to define columns (suffix _V, _Q etc., see 
Section 7.5). The column definition can also be entered without a suffix, as shown in the figure 
above. Allevo then decides on the basis of internal characteristics whether the entry is to be treated 
as a quantity or a value (i.e. quantity for statistical key figure and activity type, value for primary 
costs, etc.). 

Note: Please note that the Allevo column definitions CX_RR and CX_WW, which are used to define the 

settings for reading actual data (current year) or for planning in the main planning year, are also 

used for monthly planning. Be sure to note constant YEAR1_PERIOD. 

 It is also possible to place the Allevo column definitions for reading and planning by year or by 

month next to each other - that is, in separate columns - instead of using the definitions in the 

same column. For example, you can use formulas to calculate new plan values from read values. 

 Pro tip: If the values or quantities for monthly planning are determined by formulas, you must 

use the formula ROUNDING to two decimal places to ensure that the quantities/values can be 

written to SAP. Quantities or values in yearly columns, on the other hand, are rounded automat-

ically. Make sure that the 12th month column is used as a correction column (annual value mi-

nus periods 1-11) to check for any rounding errors that may have occurred. 

7.6.4 Balloon variant with monthly blocks one below the other  

By default in Allevo, the monthly values are displayed in blocks next to each other. When there are at 

least 3 monthly blocks next to each other, it becomes difficult to see the whole picture on the screen. 

In this case, an alternative display of monthly planning with one row per year (one below the other) 

can be useful. 

The following figure shows a schematic of the structure, including the necessary ranges. 
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Figure 7.8: Balloon variant with single rows per year 

For all years, the monthly values are displayed one below the other. A monthly comparison over 

many years is also very simple to achieve: this is especially advantageous when entering planning val-

ues that relate to months of previous years. 

To achieve this display, the usual "column definitions" with the characteristics of a month block are 

now entered at row level. The key CM_COLDEF highlights the columns in which these entries can be 

found. 

The following set up steps are necessary (see the marked areas in Figure 7.8). 

 Enter the key for assigning the Timeset (1.1): 

The key CM_COLDEF must be entered in the COL_M range and marks the columns in which the 

relevant Timesets can be found. In the figure above, this is Excel range 1.2. 

 Enter Timesets (in Excel range 1.2): 

The column definitions are entered under the entries for CM_COLDEF: They determine the char-

acteristics of all months in the respective row.  

 Enter dummy column definition (1.3): 

In the last step, you define in which columns the monthly values can be found. Two dummy col-

umn definitions serve as markers: CM_R1 for reading and CM_W1 for writing. These column defi-

nitions should also be created in SAP (default). 

Dynamic range  

Optionally, the monthly display described above (one row per year) can also be used in the dynamic 

range. 
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Figure 7.9: Balloon variant with single rows per year in the dynamic range 

The following setup steps are necessary for the Allevo Master (see also the corresponding marked 

areas in Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9). 

 Enter column ID (2.1 in Figure 7.8). 

In this case DYN_COLDEF is used as the column ID; this should be entered in the range COL_Y 

(first row for planning, second row for reading). 

 Enter row key (2.2 in Figure 7.9): 

Below the entries for DYN_COLDEF, the appropriate column definitions should be entered again. 

Important: the creation of dynamic rows is linked to annual values; therefore, row keys must be 

entered in the Row_Y range. 

Since the dynamic rows are compiled using functions on the SAP side of Allevo, the constant 

DYN_COLDEFS must be set: it determines the row definitions for which data is to be read and which 

column definitions are relevant (see the documentation for the constant). 

7.7 Row definitions / AllocationSets 

7.7.1 Operating principle 

After the column functions (or more generally the TimeSets) are defined by entering the Allevo col-

umn definitions, the behavior of individual rows is further controlled via the Excel ranges ROW_Y and 

ROW_M. ROW_Y and ROW_M mark the Excel cells in which the necessary Allevo row definitions are 

entered (for annual or monthly planning). The ranges ROW_Y and ROW_M always consist of three 

contiguous columns (Write/Read/Read2). 
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Figure 7.10: Excel range ROW_Y 

The Allevo row definitions determine what should happen in the individual rows where cost ele-

ments, statistical key figures, and activity types could be found: The Allevo row definition determines 

the planning and read mode of these rows. 

 A row definition should be entered in the first column (write) of the Excel ranges ROW_Y and 

ROW_M, respectively, if the statistical key figure, activity type or cost element should be planned 

on a yearly or monthly basis.  

 In the second column (read), a row definition should be entered if a statistical key figure, activity 

type or cost element should be read.  

 In the third column (read2), an entry is made for the respective Allevo row definition if an addi-

tional read operation is required for the cost element. This can occur if a primary cost element 

was posted using a primary or secondary transaction. In this case, for example, you must enter 

the Allevo row definition A in the second column for reading the primary posted costs and the 

Allevo row definition I (internal) in the third column for reading the secondary posted costs. 

Important: all values from "read" and "read2" are added together. In current Allevo versions, the 

contents of the line item list are also determined according to the same criteria: selection in two 

steps with the attributes of the individual row definitions (for example, when taking into account the 

relevant transactions). If these restrictions do not apply for the line item, you can set the constant 

NO_LINEITEM_BUSTRANS. 

Comments are not read with Read2. 

The Excel ranges ROW_Y and ROW_M go from the first to the last row that contains a key for a cost 

element (or statistical key figure or activity type). 

Note: This range can also contain rows that are irrelevant for direct communication with SAP, e.g. 

help or summary rows. These rows are then not provided with an entry for an Allevo row 

definition 

7.7.2 List of Allevo row definitions  

The following row definitions apply for both the yearly and the monthly ranges. They can be used as 

a definition for planning and reading out data (read and read2): However, individual row definitions 

are restricted to reading or writing and cannot be used for all object types (see list below). 
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Note: Since there is only one definition for the entire row in monthly planning, all months can be 

seen as a single unit (see also constant YEAR1_PERIOD and YEAR2_PERIOD). It is therefore suf-

ficient if a single period is specified in Excel for posting all the months (the rest would be trans-

ferred to SAP with 0). However, the safest option is to transfer between Excel and SAP every 

12 months. 

The following table shows the ID-code for the row definition in the Allevo Master and the corre-

sponding planning area. The list here primarily refers to use in CO overhead cost planning. For use 

within the framework of profit center accounting, see the Allevo Profit Center manual. 

Planning area Necessary Key Function Usable for: 

Plan Read KS OR PC PR BP 

Statistical Key Figures      

R Summary values Statistical key figure yes  X X X X X 

Q Fixed values Statistical key figure yes  X X X X X 

S Fixed values (average) Statistical key figure yes  X X X X X 

Activities      

M Activity quantity (see also con-

stant ACT_SCHED_MV) 

Activity type yes yes X     

N Capacity Activity type yes yes X     

Costs      

A Primary costs, if necessary also 

revenues if the value type for 

statistical postings is active. 

Cost element yes yes X X X X X 

B Same as A (primary costs), quan-

tities are also taken into account 

(plan and read)  

Cost element yes yes X X X X X 

C Activity allocation Cost element,  

Sender-KOSTL,  

Sender-LA 

yes yes X X X X X 

D Activity allocation with prices 

 

Cost element,  

Sender-KOSTL,  

Sender-LA 

yes* yes X X X X X 

E Activity allocation,  

credit 

Cost element,  

Sender-LA 

no yes X     

K Activity allocation,  

credit 

Cost element,  

Sender-LA,  

Partner-cost center 

no yes X     

F Settlement primary Cost element yes yes X X X X X 

G Settlement secondary Cost element, 

Sender-LA, 

Sender-KOSTL,  

(as of 3.5 empty cost centers are 

accepted as a sender). 

yes yes X X X X X 
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Planning area Necessary Key Function Usable for: 

Plan Read KS OR PC PR BP 

H Settlement secondary, 

with prices 

Cost element,  

Sender-KOSTL,  

Sender-LA 

yes* yes X X X X X 

I Secondary costs, general Cost element no yes X X X X X 

J Secondary costs, same as I, but 

quantities are read as well  

Cost elements 

(limit to partner objects with con-

stant PARTNER_FROM_TO) 

no yes X X X X X 

L Delimitations from COSB Cost element no yes X X X X X 

O Secondary costs, special Cost elements,  

Partner object via constant 

no yes X X X X X 

Profit-Center-Integration (all accounts)      

P Account for profit center  

(reading via all company codes; 

planning via automatic entry to 

reconciliation account incl. 

quantities) 

Cost element (account) yes** yes X X  X X 

U Account for profit center  

(direct posting to PC)*** 

Cost element (account) yes no X X X X X 

Dynamic ranges       

X Dynamic crediting  

(s. Section 7.7.3) 

none no yes X X X X X 

Y Dynamic settlement none yes yes X X X X X 

Z Dynamic activity allocation Cost element, partner object 

to/from (according to constant)  

yes yes X     

Comments      

T Comments Cost element or free entry yes yes X X X X X 

* No planning of prices 

** automatic entry to reconciliation account of the profit center via the standard plan integration of cost centers, orders, 

or WBS elements in SAP, i.e. an order or WBS element is posted in the background (automatic entry rules in Allevo must 

be maintained). 

*** Direct posting of the profit center on the account level. The profit center and company code that are stored for the 

starting object apply here. In this case, data are also read via row definition P. 

Note: All row definitions can be copied and individualized in terms of their reading capabilities via 

the Allevo menu |Settings|, folder |Row definitions|. In this way, in addition to definition A, it 

is then possible to create a definition A1, which differs from A with regard to the combination 

of business transactions, value types and credit and debit indicators 

 Please see the Allevo & SAP manual and the F1 help for this menu for more details. 

 For activity type dependent planning, the same row definitions can be used. In order to acti-

vate activity type dependent planning, use the column CY_ADP (also CM_ADP) for which the 
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type of activity type dependent planning should be set for each cost element or statistical key 

figure: 

1 = activity type dependent planning via Excel, including reading (the activity type indicated 
on the Excel side!)  

2 = activity type dependent planning via Excel, only planning (reading proceeds in an activity 
type independent manner!) 

3 = activity type dependent planning using rules, including reading (the activity type indi-
cated on the Excel side!)  

4 = activity type dependent planning using rules, only planning (reading proceeds in an activ-
ity type independent manner!) 

 

 If desired, Allevo can read quantities independently of the partner object stored in the Master. 

The summation proceeds independently from the partner object (see constant SE-

LECT_NO_PAROB).  

7.7.3 Dynamic rows (dynamic range) 

In general, the information in the Allevo Master determines which cost elements, activity types or 

statistical key figures are processed in planning. 

However, there are some situations in which it is not simple to provide the necessary information. In 

this case, we are dealing with the planning of secondary costs from  

 Direct activity allocation (debit) and 

 Secondary order settlement 

In such cases, it is necessary to provide information on the sender cost center and sender activity 

type during planning. The number of possible combinations can be so large and variable depending 

on the receiver, that it is virtually impossible to create a valid Excel form in advance.  

A similar circumstance arises with 

 credits from activity allocation 

Here, the receiving partner is relevant. Since we are dealing with a credit from activity allocation that 

is to be carried out in the plan via activity planning, this range is only available for reading, but not for 

planning (for other use cases such as “FI Dynamic”, see below). 

In such cases, Allevo offers the dynamic range function. After selecting a cost center (or order or WBS 

element), only the sender cost centers/sender activity types relevant for the selected object are de-

termined from past postings and inserted into the Allevo Master. This is done by automatically in-

serting rows in the Excel planning layout with the disclosure of the cost element, sender cost center, 

and activity type. 

The dynamic ranges in the Allevo Master consist of two rows each. On the one hand, the rows should 

be identified by an Excel name, which must be entered in a cell of the column of the object key 

(CY_KEY). On the other hand, the rows require the corresponding Allevo row definitions for reading 

(see Figure 7.11). The following assignments apply: 
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Excel Name 

(Object-Key) 

Recommended row 

definition 

Comment 

CC_X K Activity Output (credit from activity allocation to cost centers) 

Row definition K makes it possible to read values for activity allocation, as of 

version 3.4, planning is also possible (see note below). 

CC_Z C Activity input (Partner object / from direct allocation)  

CC_Y G Activity input (source object / via settlement)  

As the result of a summary settlement via multiple objects there can also be 

entries with an empty source object; displayed as a separate row in the Al-

levo-Dynamic. 

The following figure shows the corresponding section of the Allevo Master. 

 

Figure 7.11: Dynamic ranges in the Allevo Master (outlined in green). 

The cells outlined in red in the figure above are automatically filled. In addition, the cost elements 

are placed in the cells in the column AG (CY_KEY/CM_KEY), the previously entered pseudo-object key 

is replaced by the cost element. 

For dynamic determination of the relevant rows, the corresponding row definitions X, Y, and Z are 

used (usually entered in the column “Read2”). 

When reading reference data for the first time, Allevo determines the posting combinations that al-

ready exist in the system. The system inserts the calculated rows with details on the cost element, 

sender cost center, and sender activity type at the place where only one row existed before. The Al-

levo line definitions X, Y or Z are deleted: after this first run the dynamic is "switched off". 

Note: The dynamic ranges should be located at the bottom end of the planning range for yearly plan-

ning. Complete rows should be inserted, extending the range of activity type dependent plan-

ning and monthly planning. 

 The cell definitions CC_X, CC_Y and CC_Z are to be used as Excel names and as normal entries 

in the cells. If the codes are not in the cells named above, Allevo does not determine any post-

ing combinations. 
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 When data for the dynamic range is read again, not all fields are updated (for example, when 

reading/writing comments using row definition T). The requirements may have to be clarified 

in the implementation project. 

Use areas 

The dynamic rows are created with reference to the Allevo start object, for example, the cost center. 

If a 1:n group is stored there, the dynamic rows are determined as aggregated for all objects of the 

corresponding group: that is, separated by sender and receiver activity types, but not separated by 

object (for this case in particular, see the notes on performance below). 

In MultiPage mode, the reference to the object applies per sheet. Flexible starting via group or object 

range in MultiObject mode has been supported since Allevo 3.4. In earlier versions, use together with 

MOD was only possible when starting with a single object. 

Special features for activity output (range X) 

The dynamic range X makes it possible to view the posting relationships from the sender’s point of 

view (activity output). Reading takes place via row definition K, for versions 3.5 and higher, planning 

is also possible via these rows (in earlier versions only via FP with allocation type DA). 

Note: The term “activity output” is used in Allevo, but in fact with row definition K a quantity taken is 

posted as with KP06 (view 1-102). 

For planning, please note: 

 The relevant planning information must be entered in the Allevo Master (especially details 

on the receiver, see the next note). 

 Allevo automatically changes the sign (+/-) of the activity quantity. 

 The Allevo status for the receiver object is handled according to the plan year/version in 

the current layout (usually, for example, the receiver cost center must be active in status 

management). 

Receiver display  

In standard Allevo, the receiver object is written into a single cell (e.g. column CY_KEYR). This is also 

the case for KL object types. 

In some use cases, it may be useful to separate the receiver information by cost center and activity 

type. For example, when planning via row definition K or executing posting via FP. For a separated 

display, the constant SPLIT_PAROB must be active: Allevo then uses the columns CY_KEYR, CY_KEYRA 

and KEYRTYPE (Note: for CY_ADP > 1, CY_KEYRA cannot be read/planned). 

The separated display is currently only possible for dynamic range X and row definition K. As a sec-

ond function, the constant SPLIT_PAROB now also allows the entry of special objects that are not 

normally supported by Allevo (see F1 documentation). 

Allevo also supports the display of cumulative values in the X range. Two approaches are available: 

 When using the constant DYN_X_EXT, the rows of several business transactions per sender and 

receiver object are summarized and then, for example, planned collectively via an activity type. 
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Different criteria can be defined: for example, cumulated at cost element level or sender/re-

ceiver activity type (see the documentation for the constant). 

 If the SAP document update is active, the totals table COSS also contains many entries (for exam-

ple, one data record per order). With OR as the partner object type, the list in the dynamic range 

of Allevo (CC_X) is then also so long that it can hardly be used as the basis for further planning. In 

this case, DYN_X_AGGR can combine the rows. 

 For activity input with combination of different senders, prices are averaged. 

Display of receiver for activity input (CC_Y / CC_Z)  

By default, the receiver is completely written in the field CY_KEYR. However, it can be advantageous 

for downstream functions if the corresponding specifications are entered separately in Excel accord-

ing to object type, object and activity type (column key CY_KEYRTYPE, CY_KEYR and CY_KEYRA). To 

do this, constant USE_DYN_ACTDEP must be set. 

Performance / additional filters 

Using the dynamic range can impede the performance, since searching is then done without a speci-

fication of cost elements or sender objects. The Allevo menu |Settings|, folder |Dynamic ranges| 

lists the cost elements to be searched for, under which the activities of activity allocation and order 

settlement take place. 

Optionally, a restriction can be made via the receiver activity type. This may be useful if, for example, 

only some of the activity types are relevant for planning. 

Special cases when using dynamic ranges 

 FI dynamic (FID) 

This Allevo function enables you to dynamically read 'external activity relationships' with vendors 

and customers in the same way as the dynamic of ‘internal activity relationships'. The settings 

required to make the data available mainly affect the SAP side and are therefore described in the 

Allevo & SAP manual. 

 Transfer partner name from SAP 

The function of comment columns in Allevo allows you to read descriptive texts of involved ob-

jects and pass them to the Allevo Master. This function is controlled by the constant READ_PART-

NER_TEXTS. It can be particularly helpful in the dynamic range to display a descriptive text for 

the sender and/or receiver. 

 Monthly planning with individual rows per year 

Monthly planning allows you to work with one row per year (instead of column blocks). This ap-

plication requires a different reading procedure and is described above (see Section 7.6.4). 

Constants for dynamic rows 

The operation of the dynamic ranges can be controlled with the following constants: 

 DYN_X, DYN_Y, DYN_Z Deactivate the SAP reading function for the respective range 

 DYN_X_AGGR Dynamic X with aggregation to partner object OR 

 DYN_X_EXT Dynamic X cumulation via activity type, cost element, or cost center 

 DYN_X_PC Replace CO-receiver with profit center, with aggregation if necessary 

 SPLIT_PAROB Split KL-Object for activity type dependent planning 
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 USE_DYN_ACTDEP  

See the F1 documentation for further details on individual constants. 

7.7.4 Additional functions for reading reference data 

The row definitions mentioned above determine the standard behavior of Allevo, especially for read-

ing reference data. Individual adjustments are possible via corresponding settings on the SAP side 

(e.g. for value type, business transaction), or via additional constants. 

Examples: 

 The constant READ_WITH_KEYR makes it possible to read data restricted to functional area. 

 The reading of prices for secondary costs is controlled via the constant READ_SEC_TARIF. 

 Constant READ_DISKEY determines how the distribution key is to be handled from year to pe-

riod. 
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8 Satellite ranges / SatelliteCorner 

Allevo makes it possible to transfer data from up to 99 independently definable Excel tables to SAP 

and store it centrally in corresponding SAP tables. For detailed information, see the Allevo & SAP 

manual. 

On the Excel side, the data is always displayed or maintained depending on the selected object. In 

SAP, the data is stored in the same table for all object types, objects, versions, and fiscal years.  

Note: Satellites must be active in the respective constants for the planning layout so that Allevo 

takes them into account when reading and writing (constant ACTIVE_SAT). 

The data in an SAP satellite table are displayed in Excel via two specific ranges, the row and column 

axis of the respective “SatelliteCorner”. 

8.1 Control elements of the SatelliteCorner 

The SatelliteCorners in the Allevo Master serve to allow the transfer of data into/from an SAP satel-

lite table. For each corner, two axes must be defined as Excel name ranges: 

 A column axis controls, e.g. field mapping, or the assignment of Excel columns to the fields of the 

SAP table and optional functions using these KeyPointers: 

o READ and WRITE: Assignment of the columns to be transferred from/to SAP using either 

the key names of the individual satellite fields or their field position in the SAP table. 

o FORMULA: Ability to store Excel formulas, which are copied into the corresponding col-

umns after reading the data 

o FORMULATOVALUE: Removing formulas in certain columns to maintain their calculation 

results as a value (performance) 

o SORTING: Specification of further key criteria next to the ROW field 

Field number 7 / ROW of the satellite table has a special meaning. The satellite ranges on the Excel 

side usually begin with this field; when working with more than one object, further key fields of the 

satellite table (field numbers 1-6) should also be taken into account. The following fields (starting 

with Nr. 7) are implemented via an append for the satellite table (see Figure 8.1). 

 The control element for the row axis marks the data range of the satellite and thus the cells in 

which data is exchanged with the satellite table. 

o ROW: marks the row under which the data range begins. As a rule, the range ends with 

the bottom end of the row axis (exception in insertNewSatRows mode, in which the data 

range is searched even for additional rows). 

o KEY: marks the assignment of the row number (field Nr. 7); The number of rows in this 

range is usually interpreted according to the expected data volume. If this estimation is 

difficult, Allevo provides a dynamic variant in which rows can be copied automatically 

(possible for entire row or only satellite range). 

On the SAP side, there are 99 satellite tables available. The following Excel ranges are used for con-

trolling data transfer: 
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Nr. Name of the satellite 

table on SAP side 

Header name for field 

mapping 

Name of data range 

1 /KERN/IPPSAT01 SAT01HR SAT01RW 

2 /KERN/IPPSAT02 SAT02HR SAT02RW 

… … … ... 

99 /KERN/IPPSAT99 SAT99HR SAT99RW 

The Excel ranges named so far relate to the standard use cases; for special write or read functions, 

additional range names are available (see Section 8.5). 

The following figure shows the relationship between the satellite tables in the SAP system and the 

representation via the Excel ranges.  

The axis ranges formatted in blue are defined as name ranges in Excel (vertical: SATxxRow, horizon-

tal: SATxxColumn). The functional assignment of the respective columns and rows in these ranges 

(through KeyPointer) are highlighted here in green and yellow. The uppermost arrow shows the con-

nection between the satellite number in Excel and the table key in SAP. The other arrows show the 

referencing of the table fields in Excel (here as key name). The numbers outlined in red indicate the 

number of the field position, which can be referenced alternatively in Excel. 

 

Figure 8.1: Satellite tables, mapping on the Excel and SAP sides 

Tip: As long as the field name is directly entered in the header, the assignment is not lost when 

changing the structure of the append (field sequence!)  

Note: The procedure to be followed (name or number) must be valid for the header; a mix of both 

specifications is not possible. Allevo decides on the basis of the entry in column no. 7 (i.e. the 

field name ROW can be in column no. 7). 

The first column in the figure above has a special meaning as a row number: it is usually numeric and 

is related to the currently edited object (such as cost center) and the other criteria such as plan year 

and version. If the Allevo Master only works with one object (or a representative object), then the 

row number is a unique characteristic for the data record of a satellite table (it may also be stored 

with this number in the corresponding satellite table in the SAP system). 
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For this reason, in many cases, column no. 7 of the satellite table is also created as the first column in 

the respective area. When reading data from SAP, the number is usually copied from the correspond-

ing column 7 (= ROW field) of the satellite table. Using special functions, however, it is also possible 

to insert the data into Excel with row accuracy (see notes below). 

Excel formulas are not overwritten when reading data from SAP. Instead, you can restrict the use of 

formulas to actually filled rows (this can improve performance, see Section 8.7). 

8.2 Read and write satellite ranges (sequential) 

In most applications, data from a satellite table is sequentially inserted (or collected) in the corre-

sponding satellite range. The order of insertion is defined by column 7 (= row). In Excel, data is only 

entered in rows for which a row number has already been entered. This standard case also corre-

sponds to the illustration in Figure 8.1 above. 

For more complex applications of Allevo with different objects or object types on a single sheet, the 

data of the satellites for these different characteristics must also be read or written (e.g. controlled 

by the Allevo constant GRP_READ_SATxx). In this case, the row number is no longer unique and addi-

tional columns from the satellite table index must be displayed in the Excel satellite range. SETCLASS 

and COOBJECT are mandatory. 

Note: In general, all fields of a satellite can be displayed in Excel. Data such as object, year and ver-

sion are still constant in standard Allevo applications for the entire planning process and are 

filled automatically when you save in SAP (especially in single and MultiPage-mode with one 

object per sheet). 

In MultiObject-mode, index fields 1 to 6 should always be managed on the Excel side, espe-

cially when editing cross-object data (see F1 documentation for constants SATxxSELECT or 

GRP_READ_SAT).  

Saving satellite data 

When saving to SAP, only the rows with filled row numbers are transferred to SAP and stored in the 

relevant satellite table. When saving data in SAP, the column directly after the row number (that is, 

after column 7) has a special meaning: a row is only saved if an entry exists in the corresponding field 

of this column. This rule applies regardless of whether this column is selected for communication 

with SAP via the header area or not. 

You can make use of this property if you want to control the saving of a data record (row) in SAP on 

the basis of other criteria. For example, if these criteria exist, you can use an IF formula in the second 

column to enter X, for example. If the criteria are not available, an empty entry is set and the row is 

not saved in SAP. 

Example: The second column in Figure 8.2 is the personnel number. If an entry is missing there, the re-

spective row is not transferred to SAP despite there being a row number. In the example 

above, rows 6, 8 and 9 are not saved in the corresponding satellite table on the SAP side.   

On the SAP side, all satellite data for the current object (as well as the year, version, etc.) is deleted: 

at the end, the satellite table contains an exact copy of the data that was previously displayed in Ex-

cel. In MultiObject-mode, satellite data for different objects / object types are also stored if required 

(the corresponding fields must therefore also be filled on the Excel side). 
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8.3 Individually design satellite ranges  

Satellite data do not have to be strictly sequentially listed, but can be split into different blocks within 

the read/write ranges (as long as the column layout is continuous). 

Example: In the satellite range, there may be headings or other rows that are not transferred to SAP at a 

later time. 

The term MatchExistingRow is common for this procedure; the figure below shows the basic struc-

ture. 

 

Figure 8.2: Read/write ranges with split contents 

Data is only imported into the Excel rows for which a row number is entered in column no. 7. Inter-

mediate rows without a number are not taken into account when reading and writing data from SAP. 

Note: In the standard case, the data are entered in the sequence in which it comes from SAP. The 

information in column no. 7 therefore has a more symbolic character. 

When writing satellite data, the row numbers are also recounted in the SAP database table be-

fore they are stored. 

However, the row numbers can explicitly specify which data row is to be inserted from SAP 

(the MatchExistingRow reading and writing is described in the next sections). 

8.4 MatchExistingRow: mode for row accurate reading and writing 

In the use case described above (see last section), data from a satellite table is also inserted sequen-

tially into the corresponding satellite area. In some applications, however, it is necessary to insert the 

read data exactly into predefined rows on the Excel side. 

The link is made via the specified Excel line number in column 7 and the corresponding number in 

the SAP satellite table: that is, with the number stored in the ROW field of the satellite table. 
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This exact assignment allows you to arrange satellite rows in predefined order on the Excel sheet 

(e.g. 1, 5, 2, 23, ...). 

Example: The row number can be determined from other parameters on the Excel side: for example, us-

ing a formula with reference to cost element to create a satellite data row exactly above the 

Excel row with the appropriate cost element (in current Allevo versions max. 10 digits are pos-

sible). 

The function for this exact form of reading and writing is activated by entering MatchExistingRow in 

the uppermost left cell of the intersection of the two satellite axes. 

Exact row reading for multiple objects simultaneously  

When working with different objects or object types on a single sheet (MO-mode) the data of the 

satellites for these different characteristics must also be read or written.  

In this case, column 7 is no longer sufficient for exact positioning; instead, SETCLASS and COOBJECT 

specifications must be included in the positioning. For this purpose, this additional information can 

be configured via the KeyPointer SORTING. Here's the basic structure: 

 

Figure 8.3: Row exact reading via multiple objects 

On this basis, Allevo attempts to find the correct row on the Excel side when reading each row of a 

satellite. The following determination rules apply (in this sequence): 

 First in the SORTING mapped field (e.g. Setclass) 

 Second in the SORTING mapped field (e.g. CO object) 

 Column with header index 7 (or corresponding field name). 

8.5 Other execution modes for special read and write functions  

The method of data transfer between Excel and SAP can take place in different ways and is defined 

for each satellite at the upper left-hand intersection. 

The following shows an excerpt from the Allevo Master: 
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Figure 8.4: Section from the definition sheet "Satellite" in the Allevo Master  

Standard: The standard rules mentioned above apply, according to which the Excel range has to be 

prepared in advance for the expected number of rows. 

MatchExistingRow: row exact reading and writing 

In this procedure, Allevo writes the data of a satellite exactly into the Excel row, which is also stored 

in the SAP satellite table: that is, with the number in the ROW field of the satellite table (the 7th field 

of the table). Details on this application are described in Section 8.4. 

insertNewSatRows 

insertNewExcelRows 

Additional name range RWS: Shuttle Variant 

This variant was developed for working with the additional module "Shuttle", because this module 

makes it possible to read and write satellite data over several objects at the same time. For this pur-

pose, it is also necessary to display the contents of all index fields of a satellite table in the Master 

(i.e. additionally columns 1 to 6, the fields KOKRS to VERSION of the satellite table). 

For this application in the Shuttle, a range SATxxRWS is set up in addition to SATxxRW. The range 

should be exactly above the first row of SATxxRW (the number of rows is still determined by 

SATxxRW). 

Note: The SATxxRWS range is now only required for use with Shuttle; working with index columns 

in the Allevo Master is now also possible via SATxxRW. 

For details on using this range, see the Allevo Shuttle manual. 

8.6 Number of rows in the data range 

With Allevo Standard, the number of rows in the data range of Excel is interpreted according to the 

expected data scope. This can be difficult in individual use cases (for example, when dynamically se-

lecting data using MOD or ProCED). 

The following Allevo functions can be helpful in this case: 

 Change to the mode insertnewSatRows or insertNewExcelRows: this allows the row range to be 

dynamically expanded – it is dependent on the number of rows transferred from SAP. Formulas 

are also copied (see the corresponding parameter in Customizing). 
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 As an alternative, Allevo also provides a control function which is executed each time data is 

transferred from satellite data to Excel. If there are not enough rows available in the Excel satel-

lite range, information is returned to SAP and an error message is delivered there (processing is 

aborted). 

 A similar function can be implemented with a constant for MOD applications. In this case, a mes-

sage appears immediately after the list has been compiled in SAP, meaning that Excel is not 

called at all.  

8.7 Formulas and performance in the satellite range (KeyPointer “FORMULA”) 

Satellite ranges are often defined with a fixed length in the Master (maximum length according to 

the expected data); formulas allow additional calculations of values. If these formulas are distributed 

over the entire satellite range, they are also executed in rows that do not contain any data. This can 

have an influence on the performance if there are large satellite ranges (e.g. when reading reference 

data). 

On the other hand, the row structure is often the same throughout: it is therefore advisable to store 

formulas centrally and only transfer them to the rows containing data after reading from SAP. 

For this, the KeyPointer FORMULA can be entered in the column axis of the satellite. The selected 

cells can then be provided with formulas to copy them into the respective fill area of the field. 

What happens if this KeyPointer exists in the satellite: Before reading reference data from SAP, all 

previous formulas are removed from the satellite range and after reading - on the basis of FORMULA 

- are reinserted into the rows with data. 

The procedure is intended for all satellites used in the Master. It can also be used if a structured table 

is located above the satellite range. 

Note: In this procedure, formulas are only stored in the rows that have been filled with data from 

SAP. Consequently, inserting new rows must be handled individually during planning. 

8.8 Using “structured tables” with satellites  

In newer versions, Excel provides a special function to make the processing of defined table ranges 

easier: The Excel keyboard shortcut Ctrl+T defines such ranges and they are then labeled as “struc-

tured tables”. Some advantages: 

 The contents of the header ranges are interpreted as fields of the table.  

 The table expands automatically as soon as values are entered directly beneath, to the left or to 

the right. 

Allevo also supports these functions (with restrictions) for satellite ranges; formulas may affect per-

formance (for large amounts of data). 

Note: With “structured tables” formulas in one cell are automatically used for all cells in the column. 

There are cases in which this “AutoFill” function is not desirable (e.g. for performance reasons 

when reading a large number of satellite rows). In Excel, the settings can be made for the re-

spective workstation (see corresponding Excel settings). 
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The parameter should be reset to the original entry when leaving Allevo. For this, there are 

two Allevo macros: 

 DeactivateAutoFillFormulas deactivates the AutoFill function for formulas; the macro 

should be entered for the events WB_OBEN or BER_READ.  

 ResetAutoFillFormulas resets the Excel settings to the previous status in the workstation 

(the macro should be entered for WB_CLOSE). 
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9 Navigation – the NavigationCorner and the Menu ribbon 

Navigation within the Allevo Master is completely controlled using commands in the Navigation 

Menu ribbon, i.e. by clicking one of the symbols, the user can navigate to special views of the plan-

ning form. 

 

Figure 9.1: Example of a menu ribbon with different elements 

Each element or symbol in the menu ribbon corresponds to a so-called NavigationCorner. This navi-

gation corner controls the view to a particular “Street”. In particular, rows (row filters) and columns 

(column filters) are shown or hidden, but many additional configurations of the view are also made. 

9.1 Structure of a NavigationCorner 

Figure 9.3 shows the structure of a NavigationCorner. The Navigation corner is made up of the two 

axes NavigationXXRow and NavigationXXColumn. In Figure 9.3, the row axis is marked and the Excel 

name Navigation01Row is shown in the upper left hand corner. 

Entering this Corner “Navigation01” into the “NavigationViews” table makes the button available in 

the “Start” tab of the Excel ribbon. In this case, a view ID Main01 has been used in the table and 

there are other, different view definitions under additional view IDs (Main02, and so on). 

 

Figure 9.2: NavigationViews table 

Depending on the view, the following settings can be configured: 

 Activate certain rows using a custom row filter (not a standard Excel filter) 

 Activate certain columns using a custom column filter (not a standard Excel filter) 

 Fix the window: this is done to the left above the letter combination (here: M) found by the 

FREEZE-KeyPointer in column and row 

 Setting the Excel view zoom level 

 Setting pre-defined column width and row height (formulas are possible) 

 If necessary, execution of a stored macro 
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 Define a custom icon for each view (custom icons are supported for version 3.5 and higher) 

 Store Tooltips and urls 

 

Figure 9.3: NavigationCorner 

Similar to Excel, rows are usually provided with numbers and columns with letters, but this is not a 

technical limitation. 

In addition to the view definition described above, there are two additional tables for creating rib-

bons per worksheet (table: NavigationSheets), and storing macros via ribbon entry (table: Naviga-

tionCustomButton). These tables are explained in more detail in the Excel Master on the navigation 

sheet. 

Note: You can insert as many additional help rows and columns as you like. 

 The navigation functions on the union of the ranges covered by both axes. Outside this range, 

the visibility is not changed. 

 While the control column of the row filter uses a simple CONCATENATE formula, the control 

column of the column filter uses an Allevo-specific formula. This returns a FALSE value if there 

is a different value in the cell after clicking the button than the value defined for the button. 

Cells with FALSE contents are hidden. 

9.2 Memory setting of a NavigationCorner 

The previously executed navigation and its most important settings can be queried via formula from 

the NavigationHistory table. The most recently executed navigation is saved in the column “Current”, 

the one before that in the “Last” column. 
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Figure 9.4: NavigationHistory: Finding the most recently executed navigation 

Note: The reference to the last executed view is useful, for example, for the following constella-

tion: Button A selects row filter 1 (FilterRow = 1), button B selects row filter 2 (FilterRow = 2). 

If Button C is used, it should keep the row filter of the previous button, regardless of 

whether Button A (i.e. 1) or Button B (i.e. 2) was used. 

9.3 Context menu  

As of Excel version 2010, all entries from the menu ribbon are available in the context menu (right 

mouse click). 

The context menu contains the same entries and icons as the menu ribbon and can also execute the 

same macros and callers.  

The context menu can also be inserted into existing Allevo Masters if they already work with the nav-

igation described above. Please contact our support team for further help with this issue (sup-

port@kern.ag). 

mailto:support@kern.ag
mailto:support@kern.ag
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Figure 9.5: Context menu in the Allevo Master 

9.4 Toggle button for showing and hiding zero rows (optional) 

The toggle button “SuppressZeroRows” is an extension to the navigation and either shows or hides 

the zero rows, eliminating the need for two separate buttons for this task. One prerequisite is that 

the NavigationCorner contains the corresponding formulas that can access a flag in the Customizing 

sheet. 

The NavigationCorner must be stored with the corresponding formulas in order to access this fea-

ture. The formula accesses a flag that is read and reset by the macro ShowHideZeroRows. In the ex-

ample below, the range is called Z_SUPPRESS_ZERO, but can be chosen freely. 

 

Figure 9.6: Macro ShowHideZeroRows 

In the Customizing sheet, the required flag is created with the ID SuppressZeroRows and the initial 

value False in the Common Flags range. The flag is assigned the range name that is to be accessed via 

formula (see above). 
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Figure 9.7: Common Flags range 

The toggle button is created just as you would create a custom button, a filter would be a suitable 

icon here, but as always it is freely selectable. The macro ShowHideZeroRows is entered here. Since 

the identifier is to change at runtime, depending on the status of the toggle button, it is also assigned 

the range Z_SUPPRESS_ZERO_CAPTION. 

 

Figure 9.8: Custom Button range 

The toggle button should change its freely selectable and translatable identifier depending on its sta-

tus. To make this possible, the FormCaptions range can be manipulated. Instead of a form, a Contain-

erID SuppressZeroRows with the fake labels lblShowRows and lblHideRows is entered. You can then 

enter freely selectable identifiers for these. If no entries are found here, the default names "Show 

Zero Rows" and "Hide Zero Rows" are used. Depending on the status, the identifier is copied to the 

range Z_SUPPRESS_ZERO_CAPTION. 

 

Figure 9.9: "Forms and Controls" range 
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10 Additional settings on the |CUSTOMIZING| sheet 

10.1 Settings, sheet and workspace protection 

Most settings are usually very specific and need to be adjusted/set only once, if at all. 

 

Figure 10.1: Settings in the Allevo Customizing sheet 

Notes on individual settings: 

 An entry in "Password" protects the sheets and workbook as soon as the Master is called Inplace 

or via the ABC (entry in the orange marked cell). The protection also applies in offline mode, de-

pending on whether or not the read objects are recognized. This recognition is carried out by 

means of an entry >0 in the Status column of the object-related table ZZLocalInformation on the 

sheet "Infos". 

 “ShowCustSheet”: if set (True), the Customizing sheet is hidden when the workbook is opened. 

 “ShowRibbon” must be set (True) to show the Allevo ribbon when opening the workbook. 

 “ShowFormBar” controls the display of the Excel toolbar. The entry is evaluated when the work-

book is opened in Inplace or via ABC. 

 “MOMDirect” specifies how an Allevo Master is to be used in MultiObject mode: for planning in 

list form (True) or with variable sheet assignment (False). See overview in Section 14. 

 NamingRule defines a naming rule for the sheets in MultiPage or MultiObject-mode with variable 

sheet assignment. Without specific name assignment, the standard specifications (i.e. 

"IPP_xxxxx") apply. 

 “CopyMultiSheet”: In Excel environments with high security settings, the Allevo Master is usually 

provided with a code signature. Due to Excel-specific properties, this signature can be lost if Al-

levo tries to create the required sheets in MultiPage mode. In this case, copying should be done 

using the "CopyMultiSheet" method - "True" should be set for this setting.  

The method cannot be used if satellites are created as structured tables on the sheet. 
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 If a sheet name is entered in “FirstSheet”, this sheet is activated when opening and after read-

ing/planning. 

 “DivValue”: yearly and monthly values are divided by 1000 when reading and multiplied by 1000 

when planning. 

 “DivQuantity” activates the same function as “DivValue” for yearly and monthly quantities (ap-

plies only to balloon variant, if the suffix ' _Q' is stored for column definition). 

 “ShowDelWarning” defines a text, which is always output when the contents of a cell have been 

deleted (a zero is simultaneously entered into the cell). With Allevo 3.4 this function has been 

replaced by "WriteTechnicalZero". 

 “WriteTechnicalZero” activates a function to automatically enter a 0 in the respective cell when 

deleting cell contents (via keys like Del or Backspace) or for all empty cells in certain ranges. This 

transfers the cell content to SAP and also resets the planned value. Optionally, a confirmation 

can be requested from the planner (PopUp before setting the zero values). 

 “WriteEmptyComments” solves a special situation when deleting texts in a comment column. If 

active (True), the special character "~" is entered in the respective cell (otherwise the empty cell 

would not be transferred to SAP and the original comment would remain). 

 “LockShowAll” suppresses the display of control information for rows and columns in the Allevo 

Master (key combination "Ctrl+Shift+A" may no longer be possible). Especially recommended for 

sensitive data. 

 FISH (Fishbase=Fixsheet) 

MultiObject for profit center: Master with fixed sheets for different company codes with the 

same object. 

 PickList (optionally available) allows two-column specifications for drop-down lists in Excel; the 

appropriate structured table should be created for a sheet without navigation; structured table: 

PickList<Table>. 

 StatKey (optionally available) displays the statistical value of a selected range: structured table: 

ZZKITStatisticBase. 

             

Figure 10.2: Allevo statistics 

Note: Occasionally, when opening the Master in Excel 2007/2010, problems can occur if workbook 

protection is set. This is primarily due to security settings that cannot be controlled via Allevo. 

Allevo tries to avoid this issue, however, by removing the workbook protection when closing 

the folder and resetting it at a later time. 
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10.2 Headline – Column headers 

The Allevo Master is created in such a way that all settings for periods, years, versions, etc., to be ex-

ecuted on the SAP side of Allevo can be automatically shown in Excel. In particular, this applies to the 

column headings. 

To do this, the column definitions are transferred from SAP to Excel each time the Allevo Master is 

opened in SAP and stored temporarily in the Customizing sheet (see table ZZCustomizingHead-

lineBase). 

 

Figure 10.3: Assembling the headers in the |Headline| range of the |CUSTOMIZING|-sheet 

With this information from SAP, a heading is created in the column "HeadlineDescription" using an 

Excel formula. The cells in this column are given an Excel cell name that corresponds to the ID of the 

column definition of the respective SAP column definition (in Figure 10.3, for example, "CX_RR"). This 

name can now be simply transferred to the cell, which should then finally contain the heading. 

Caution: Since the position of the row (e.g. for CX_RR) is dependent on which column definitions are 

active (CM_R1 comes before CX_RR), the cell names are newly generated each time the file is 

opened in SAP. A cell definition in the Master may be changed when opening SAP.  

The language dependency of the headings can be automated in conjunction with the |DICTIONARY| 

(see Chapter 11). 

 

Figure 10.4: Use as column header 

Optionally, the characteristics of a column definition can also be changed directly by the user, e.g. to 

temporarily read data from another year (this function is described in Section 18.2). 
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10.3 UserExits – automatic calling of macros and Callers (views) 

Under |User Exit|, the Allevo Master provides a list of “events” for which macros and Callers can be 

entered. 

 

Figure 10.5: Calling the Navigation (caller) or a macro depending on “events” 

In Figure 10.5 above, it is specified that after reading the data from SAP (AFT_READ) the caller 

"Main01" is called. This means that a certain view is created after reading, for example, hiding zero 

lines and displaying certain columns. 

In addition, the macro "TranslateSheets" was executed before opening the file in SAP 

(OPEN_IN_SAP). 

The events provided by Allevo have the following meanings and call times: 

AFT_LEAD_SAT Relevant for satellites for which constant READ_ORDER_SAT is active: is executed AFTER a satellite has 

been read, but BEFORE reading the plan data (i.e. between BEF_READ and AFT_READ). The satellite 

data can thus serve as the basis for further reading functions (sequence applies per sheet in MultiPage 

mode). 

AFT_PLAN 

AFT_PLAN_S 

After transferring the plan data to SAP once at the end 

(with the ending _S after each worksheet)  

AFT_READ 

AFT_READ_S 

After reading the plan data from SAP once at the end  

(with the ending _S after each worksheet)  

AFT_SHEETS_GEN 

AFT_SHEET_GEN 

After each generation of MultiPage worksheets once at the end  

(for SHEET after each worksheet for Excel internally)  

AFT_START_SAT After reading all start satellites / after transferring the MOD satellites (and thus also after SAT00)  

AFT_TT To refresh the view of the totals sheet, only works with the corresponding add-on module ‘TotalSheet’. 

BEF_PLAN 

BEF_PLAN_S 

Before the transfer of plan data, once at the beginning.  

(with _S after each worksheet) 

BEF_READ 

BEF_READ_S 

Before reading plan data from SAP completely. 

(with _S after each worksheet) 

MOD_TEMPLATE Between OPEN_IN_SAP and AFT_SHEET_GEN, before setting the header data. 

OPEN_IN SAP Opening the Master in SAP: Executed when the Master is started in the planning environment (SAP 

Inplace or via ABC). Called only once. 
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WB_OPEN Opening the Master outside of SAP 

WB_CLOSE Close Master outside of SAP 

BEF_RD_SAT Before reading all satellites; 

See also the additional function “Read satellite” and “FP-Read”. 

AFT_WR_SAT After saving satellite data in SAP; 

See also the additional function “Save satellite”. 

AFT_RD_SAT After reading satellite data in SAP 

BEF_WR_SAT Before saving satellite date in SAP 

BEF_RD_SAT Before reading satellite data in SAP 

BEF_ORDS00  

…BEF_ORDS99 

Before reading a satellite again (one event per satellite); 

Called only after opening an Allevo file saved offline.  

The “SHUTTLE”-events are only executed when using the Master via the Shuttle-transaction (see 

Shuttle manual for more information). 

10.4 Global Information 

Global information (KernGlobal parameters) are parameters that can be used to transfer further in-

formation from the planning workflow to the Allevo Master. They are therefore a supplement to the 

object-related information (KernLocal parameters). 

In contrast to object-related information, global information is not directly related to the planning 

object, but can also arise from other aspects of the planning workflow. Examples of global infor-

mation include the planning layout and the user.  

Both object-related and global information are stored in the Infos table sheet. The following list 

shows currently available information: 

ID Global Info Contents Field type Length 

GLOBAL_ACTUALYEAR Year from CX_RR (or current calendar year if CX_RR is 

not set). 

NUMC 4 

GLOBAL_ADP Contents of the constant LSTAR_VARIATOR CHAR 1 

GLOBAL_COMPANYCODE Company code of the start object CHAR 50 

GLOBAL_CONTROLLINGAREA Active user controlling area (from the start screen) CHAR 4 

GLOBAL_COSTCENTER Cost center for the representative element (OR: AUFK-

KOSTV, PR: PRPS-KOSTL, otherwise empty) 

CHAR 10 

GLOBAL_CURRCONTROLLINGAREA ISO code of the controlling area currency CHAR 2 

GLOBAL_CURROBJECT ISO code of the object currency CHAR 2 

GLOBAL_CUSTINFO1 to 

GLOBAL_CUSTINFO10 

Additional information on master data based on the Al-

levo constant MAP_FIELDxx  

(see documentation on constant for more info) 

CHAR 50 

GLOBAL_DATE Current date in the format YYYYMMDD DATS 8 

GLOBAL_FCODE Function code used to start Allevo, for example: ONLI, 

ONLIREP, FOPEN 

CHAR 70 

GLOBAL_FROM MultiPage: “Value from” from the start screen, MOD: 

representative element of the start group, otherwise 

empty 

CHAR 12 
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ID Global Info Contents Field type Length 

GLOBAL_GROUP Group that is assigned as a hierarchy area in the object 

master record (only for KS, PC, GP, KX) 

CHAR 12 

GLOBAL_ISOLANGUAGE SAP language key (2-character key) CHAR 2 

GLOBAL_LANGUAGE Login language in SAP 1-character (e.g. “D”, “E”) CHAR 1 

GLOBAL_LAYOUT ID code of the current Allevo layout CHAR 4 

GLOBAL_LOGSYS Logical system of the login client  CHAR 32 

GLOBAL_LSTARS Only for object type KS: X if constant LSTAR_FROM_SAP 

is active, otherwise empty. 

CHAR 1 

GLOBAL_OBJECT Relevant object with the following contents: 

 Single and Standard MO: start object,  

 MultiPage, Tree and MOD: when starting with a 

group, this is the first object of the group (repre-

sentative object) 

 MultiPage and MOD: if starting via multiple selec-

tion or the “from-to” range, this is the first object in 

the list (representative object)  

CHAR 24 

GLOBAL_OBJECTGROUP Id code of a group:  

 with MultiPage, MOD or calling via Tree, this is the 

group in the start screen;  

 when starting via single transaction, this is the 

group from the 1:n assignment (otherwise empty). 

CHAR 15 

GLOBAL_OBJECTTYPE Object type CHAR 2 

GLOBAL_PERITO Period to for the current year (from column definition 

CX_RR or “12” if there is no entry for CX_RR). 

NUMC 3 

GLOBAL_PLANYEAR Plan year (from the start screen) NUMC 4 

GLOBAL_PROFITCENTER Assigned profit center for KS, OR, PR and BP, otherwise 

empty 

CHAR 10 

GLOBAL_PROJECT Start project (only in PSP-Allevo) CHAR 24 

GLOBAL_READ This code is derived from VBA (not transferred from 

SAP) 

- - 

GLOBAL_REPRESENTATIVE Representative element when entering via a group 

(Multi / MOD) 

CHAR 24 

GLOBAL_RESPONSIBLE Responsible person of the representative object (KS: 

CSKS-VERAK, OR: AUFK-USER2, PC: CEPC-VERAK, PR: 

PRPS-VERNA) 

CHAR 25 

GLOBAL_SETCLASS Setclass of the start object CHAR 4 

GLOBAL_SHEETCOMMENT Sheet comment CHAR 5000 

GLOBAL_STATUS Status of the relevant object NUMC 2 

GLOBAL_SYSID SAP System-ID (e.g. D46, P01 etc.) CHAR 8 

GLOBAL_TEXT (Short) text of the representative object (KS:  CSKT-

KTEXT, OR: AUFK-KTEXT, PC: CEPCT-KTEXT, PR: PRPS-

POST1) 

CHAR 40 

GLOBAL_TO MultiPage & MOD: “Value to” from the start screen, 

otherwise empty 

CHAR 12 

GLOBAL_TRANSACTION Transaction code of the SAP transaction used to start, 

e.g. /KERN/IPPKS, /KERNIPPORMO, … 

CHAR 50 
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ID Global Info Contents Field type Length 

GLOBAL_USER SAP name of the current user  

(see also constant USER_DATA). 

CHAR 12 

GLOBAL_VERSION Plan version (from the start screen) CHAR 3 

 

Note: Some of the information relates to properties of an object; in such cases they are related to 

the so-called “representative object” used to start an Allevo transaction.  

10.5 Captions form 

The Captions form can be used to manage and translate identifiers for formulas and controls. 

Formulas are being used more and more frequently with Allevo. To maintain the freedom to change 

or translate identifiers at short notice, the controls can be managed in the FormCaptions range. The 

labels are read with the VBA function GetFormCaption. If no identifiers are entered, the form uses a 

default identifier. 

Note: The use of this function is always related to macros and should not be done without consulta-

tion! 

10.6 Common Flags 

In the Common Flags you can manage customer specific and other flags. 

In column one, the identifier for the flag is entered, in column two the value. In VBA, this can be ac-

cessed using the standard functions GetCommon FlagByID and SetCommon FlagByID. 

Note: The use of this function is always related to macros and should not be done without consulta-

tion! 

10.7 Splasher / distribution  

Allevo has functions to convert yearly data into the corresponding monthly values and vice versa 

(horizontal distribution). Alternatively, you can also use "vertical distribution" to automatically dis-

tribute inputs at the group level to the corresponding cost components. The reference values re-

quired for distribution can be defined in the Master. 

For the Standard distribution, the following Customizing settings are relevant.  
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Figure 10.6: Parameters on the left, the cell with the corresponding value on the right 

Meaning: 

 acitvationByStatus: if true the Splasher is only active if the CC_STATUS > 0.  

 horizontal: activate horizontal distribution 

 vertical: activate vertical distribution 

 sumFlag: Sum Flag (only relevant if vertical = true) 

 decimals: rounding to x decimal places 

 writeZero: help function to write a 0 when pressing the delete key  

 AllSumlevels: execution only for sum levels >1 for vertical distribution 

 CheckSettings: test for inconsistent setup of the Splasher  

Note: The Splasher is usually individually tailored to customer requirements in the implementation 

project and should not be carried out without consultation. 
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11 The Dictionary 

11.1 Activating the Dictionary 

The Dictionary function has been created to enable you to translate any text entries depending on 

the login language. For this purpose, the translations are stored centrally in the Master, namely on 

the |DICTIONARY| worksheet. 

Note: To activate the Dictionary, the function "TranslateSheets" must be entered in the |CUSTOMIZ-

ING| sheet, under |User Exit|, for an appropriate event. 

 

Figure 11.1: Activation of the Dictionary under the event OPEN_IN_SAP 

11.2 Functionality of the Dictionary 

All text entries of the Master and the corresponding translations for the desired languages are cen-

trally entered and managed in a list on the |DICTIONARY| sheet. The list can be maintained manually 

in the Master or can be filled via satellite 0 when Allevo is launched. 

 

Figure 11.2: Dictionary entries 

When the "TranslateSheets" function is triggered, the texts of those cells in the workbook that have 

the format template "KernHeader1... n" or "KernHeadline1... n" are translated. The translation is 

done into the language that was transferred to the Excel file as the login language in SAP's global pa-

rameter Language. 

The translation is carried out if the entry in the correspondingly formatted cell in the Dictionary has 

an entry in the column "Language ID". If a cell in the Master contains the entry LART, this entry is 

translated into either "Activity" or "Leistung” depending on the language in the example in the upper 

figure. 

The following rules apply: 

 Entries created with a formula are not translated 
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 If there is no translation for an entry in the Dictionary column “Language ID”, then the entry is 

not translated or overwritten. 

 If a language from the global parameter Language is not found in the dictionary, the translation 

proceeds in the Standard language (this is English in the standard Master). If this is also not 

found, translation is not executed. 

Note: For headers and titles that are NOT to be translated, the format templates “KernTop1” to 

“KernTop3” can be used. 
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12 The totals sheet and the summary sheet 

12.1 Simple totals sheet (SUM) 

Users of Allevo Multi often request to extend the Allevo Master by a summary sheet recording the 

totals per cost element etc. for all cost centers (orders/WBS element) in the file. 

The summary sheet uses the Excel SUM formula that not only sums rows or columns but also totals 

individual cells of a predefined sequence of sheets. The following steps are used to set up the sum-

mary sheet: 

1. Adding a copy of the template sheet 

2. Creating an empty spreadsheet and classifying spreadsheets as shown in Figure 12.1. 

 

Figure 12.1: How the summary sheet works 

1. Inserting the formula in the totals sheet, which now draws the sum of a cell from the empty 

sheet to the |ALLEVO| sheet (e. g."=SUM('empty:Allevo'!A1)"). When new worksheets are 

added, they will be inserted between the empty and the |ALLEVO|-sheet and thus automatically 

become part of the total. The blank sheet serves only to avoid circuitous references in the sum 

formula and can be hidden if desired. 

2. Format the totals sheet according to your own requirements. As a rule, the comment column as 

well as the satellite ranges on the summary sheet can be deleted, since experience has shown 

that they are not used for totals calculation. 

 

Note: Once the totals have been inserted in the totals sheet, you can also delete columns and rows 

in the totals sheet. However, if the column or row structure in the |ALLEVO| sheet is changed, 

the totals sheet must be adjusted from the respective position onwards. 

 When copying the |ALLEVO| sheet, its name ranges are also copied. Although this does not 

affect the ability of Allevo to run, you should delete the names ROW_Y, ROW_M, COL_Y and 

COL_M on the totals sheet. 

 When copying the |ALLEVO| sheet, the navigation function is also transferred. It should be ad-

justed for the totals sheet, if necessary. 
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12.2 Macro based totals sheet (Overview summary sheet) 

In principle, the macro-based total sheet corresponds to a classic operational accounting sheet: the 

cost centers (orders and WBS elements) selected in Allevo-Multi are displayed in columns and the 

cost elements are displayed row by row. 

In this case, there is an aggregation of read and planning columns of different table sheets, whereby 

a selection list can be used to control which data (year, version, etc.) of the cost centers are to be dis-

played next to each other (see Figure 12.2). 

 

Figure 12.2: Main view of totals sheet with data 

The totals table is structured in a way that it can be set up with relative ease. Usually it is enough to 

simply adjust the number of rows and the formatting of the |ALLEVO| sheet.  

Note: The macro based totals sheet is part of the Standard Allevo Master and cannot be manually 

created like the formula based totals sheet.  

The assignment of the displayed columns in the total sheet is done by naming the read columns or 

their absolute column number (OptionalPosition) in Excel. In addition, you should assign a name for 

the respective entry in the dropdown field under Select Description. 
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Figure 12.3: Totals sheet configuration 

The assignments made in the configuration make it possible to leave the total sheet in the template 

free of any row or column structure, so that the user can concentrate on configuring the navigation 

and does not have to maintain the row structure twice. The row structure is copied from the name 

range CY_KEYTOTAL from the Allevo sheet. 

The grayed-out entries OBJECT|RESPONSIBLE|DESCRIPTION can be replaced by any local parameters 

(see info sheet) to display further information from the objects. 

 

Figure 12.4: Empty totals sheet template 
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13 Allevo Tree: Object selection on the Excel side (only in ABC) 

13.1 Tree view for object selection in Excel 

Before you can enter planning data, you must select the required object, depending on the object 

type. This selection is normally made via the called SAP transaction (using Inplace processing) or, in 

the case of the Allevo Business Client, via the panel. 

If several objects are selected at this point (for example, by object group), it is possible to transfer 

this information from SAP to Excel in the form of a list, where it can be displayed in a Tree structure. 

You can then navigate further in Excel using the Tree view.   

 

Figure 13.1: Object selection on the Excel side via Tree 

The cost centers in the example in Figure 13.1 are marked in green if they can be planned based on 

the status and authorization of the user. Allevo automatically switches to reporting mode for cost 

centers marked in gray: in this case, planning data can no longer be transferred to SAP. 

Note: Figure 13.1 shows the PopUp as it appears when using Inplace mode. When calling via Allevo 

Business Client (ABC), the Tree is part of the panel and has a slightly different look and func-

tionality. 

The search in the Tree PopUp is carried out using the short names of the objects and their descrip-

tions. The placeholders '*' and '?' are allowed in the search term. The search starts at the current 

node and automatically selects the next node found (use enter key or magnifying glass to continue 

searching). 
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Only after selecting an object via the [Read] button, the corresponding reference data are read from 

SAP and entered into the Allevo Master. 

Note: For Allevo 3.1 and higher there is an additional information area available in the Tree, where 

individual customer notes can be stored. 

If the Tree is called for the objects of a group, which in turn has subordinate nodes in the hierarchy, 

the data for these groups can also be displayed (for example, to check the results of planning at the 

relevant group level). Optionally, summation can also be carried out using data in satellite tables (see 

constant GRP_READ_SATxx, also applies to MO transactions). 

A green marking (= planning possible) appears for the group if a plannable object is defined in "1:n 

Customizing". In this case, however, the subordinate objects and nodes no longer appear in the Tree, 

because the data of these objects is already displayed in an aggregated form (this rule can be ad-

justed using the constant OBJ_SEL_IN_EXCEL). 

Note: As with classic processing in Allevo Single mode, only one object is copied from the Tree to the 

planning form at a time. If the Tree is activated in a layout with MO functionality, cross-object 

processing is also possible (see notes on MO in Chapter 15). 

 

13.2 Set up the Tree 

The tree function is activated using the constant OBJ_SEL_IN_EXCEL in the Allevo planning layout. In 

the Allevo Master, the ribbon icon in the navigation must also be set up; the corresponding macro is 

called SHOWTREEVIEW (see the F1 help for the constant). 

Note: The Tree view uses the ActiveX-component MSCOMCTL.OCX, made available by Windows (e.g. 

in C:\Windows\SysWOW64 for Windows 7). 

This component is not available in the 64-bit version of Excel. The Tree can therefore only be 

used with the 32-bit version.  

Text items in the Tree interface (buttons, headers) can be adapted to customer requirements (see 

Customizing sheet, table with heading "Forms and Controls", e.g. ControlName "lblTitle" for the 

heading of the Tree PopUp). To display the additional info area in the Tree, a text for the "lblInfo" 

control must be entered. 
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14 Allevo MultiObject 

14.1 Functional overview 

The term “MultiObject” first tells us that objects of different types can be read and planned with this 

function. MultiObject makes it possible to mix cost elements internal orders, WBS elements and 

profit centers within the same Excel planning file.  

Since there is no grouping function available within SAP that work with multiple object types, starting 

with MultiObject is always controlled with a representative object. The available Allevo objects (KX) 

are especially useful for this purpose, but starting can also be done via a cost center or profit center 

as well. 

Calling is done via the relevant MO transaction (e.g. transaction /ALLEVO/KXMO for Allevo objects or 

/ALLEVO/KSMO for cost centers). 

In these cases, the representative object acts as a placeholder for a grouping of many objects of dif-

ferent types that cannot be stored in the SAP standard system: the representative object represents 

a list of objects and cost elements. How this list is prepared and saved is linked to form variants, 

which are described in the following chapters. 

Note: Especially if the entry object does not have its own data as a placeholder, you can use the Al-

levo object for starting. 

Following variants can be distinguished when setting up a MultiObject Master: 

(1) MultiObject with variable sheet assignment 

For each object type, a separate Excel sheet is used, e.g. data for a cost center on the first sheet, 

and data for related projects on other sheets with a different structure. 

This variant has advantages if many cost elements are combined with few objects; it is described 

in Chapter 17. 

(2)  Allevo MultiObject Mass (MOM) 

Shows all posting combinations in the form of a list with all object types on the same Excel sheet 

(in the following referred to as “MOM”). 

It is currently the most frequently used MO variant: the composition of the list is often taken 

from a satellite table, the content of which is provided, for example, by the additional module 

ProCED (see Chapter 15). The following two variants are special forms of the MOM list display. 

(3) MOM with a call in MultiPage-mode (MOMP) 

This variant allows you to create an MOM sheet for several representative objects at the same 

time, whereby the data for each representative object is stored on a separate Excel sheet. This is 

the ‘typical’ MultiPage mode, whereby each page can contain cross-object data (data from multi-

ple object types): In this case, the call is made using Allevo's MultiPage transactions (such as 

transaction /KERN/ IPPKSM for cost centers). The necessary additional settings are described in 

Section 15.5. 

(4) Allevo Multi-Object Dynamic (MOD) 

MOD works in a special form of MOM: in this case, the list of posting elements is generated dy-

namically after calling the transaction in SAP: the user selects the required cost centers or cost 

elements, for example, and Allevo then generates a list of relevant combinations. This applica-

tion is described in detail in Chapter 16. A possible way of generating this dynamic is to use the 
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ListGenerator ProCED (Provide Cost Element Dynamics), which is very valuable for WBS struc-

tures. 

14.2 Authorizations  

In all MultiObject cases you can only work with objects for which SAP authorization exists.  

If the start object is not planned itself, you can skip the authorization check for it (see constant 

AUTH_PLAN_START). 

14.3 Status management 

Allevo status management applies to all planning objects involved. This is particularly important 

when changing the object type: Allevo searches for a planning layout with the same object ID code as 

when you access the object type to check the status. The layouts should therefore have been cre-

ated, even if they are not to be directly planned. 

An object that has not yet been released for planning or has already been completed cannot nor-

mally be planned using MultiObject (to handle differently, see constant STATUS_READ_ALL). 
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15 Allevo MultiObject Mass (MOM) 

MultiObject Mass is probably the most commonly used form in MultiObject mode. 

In general, MultiObject mode is characterized by the fact that different SAP object types can be 

mixed in one planning file, including objects such as orders, profit centers, cost centers, and WBS ele-

ments. The MOM also has the property that all objects can be edited in list form on only one work-

sheet. 

15.1 General structure of the MOM planning template 

In MOM, the Excel worksheet is no longer permanently linked to an SAP object. Instead, the object 

"slides" from the header data of the sheet into the planning line. The row layout is thus a combina-

tion of the planning object and the cost element to be planned (statistical key figure, activity type). 

This general structure is already contained within the Allevo Standard Master (see Chapter 5 and Fig-

ure 15.1, columns F and G) 

 

Figure 15.1: General structure of the object/cost element list 

Note: The systematics of the column structure remain unchanged with regard to the previous de-

scriptions of Allevo in Single or MultiPage-mode.  

It is characteristic of the MOM structure that different objects and object types are mixed on one 

sheet. In this case, it can be helpful to have additional information from the master data of the re-

spective objects. Constant READ_ELEMENT_DATA can be helpful in this case. 

15.2 Activating MOM in the settings 

To use MOM, the following settings should be made under |Settings| of the worksheet |CUSTOMIZ-

ING| (according to default settings). 

 

Figure 15.2: Settings for MOM 

The MOM can also be used in MultiPage-mode; special settings are not necessary for this. Allevo rec-

ognizes this mode automatically from the called SAP transaction. 
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15.3 Form variants  

The biggest challenge when using the MOM lies in the design of the form, i.e. how the list structure is 

generated. In principle, the following procedures apply here: 

 Static structure directly via the Excel worksheet  

 Dynamic structure via the use of a satellite, whereby the data stored there can be dynamically 

generated via additional Allevo functions (see notes on MOD and ProCED below). 

15.3.1 MOM form with static structure 

In the static structure, the list of objects and cost elements is maintained directly in the |Allevo| 

worksheet in the desired structure. This variant has the advantage that it is quite easy to work with 

totals lines or links to satellites. 

Note: In this case, it does not matter which object is used as a representative object in planning, 

since the same form is always called. The only alternative here is to control access to different 

Allevo Masters using Allevo planning layouts. 

One possible application for the static structure is, for example, the planning of maintenance projects 

that always remain the same in their structure and for which a specific planning layout can therefore 

be maintained. Another application could be a "fine tuning" of decentralized planning with regard to 

top-down specifications. The planning form could contain only the cost centers and orders to be 

planned, for example. The respective cost element is later selected, read and planned by a selection 

menu in Excel. Cost element specifications can be adjusted to all relevant planning objects in one go 

by adapting the preliminary planning. 

The design of the MOM with fixed assignment is similar to that of the simple cost center Master: Cost 

elements and line definitions are entered directly. The planning object and its “Setclass / Object 

Type” (columns N and O) are also required. 

15.3.2 Dynamic structure via satellite  

When working with a satellite, the desired form structure is not stored statically in the Excel planning 

file (Allevo Master), but in an SAP table (Allevo satellite). From there, the list is entered directly into 

the |MOM_MASSEN| sheet when the Allevo Master is opened in SAP, depending of course on the 

representative object. 

Access to an SAP table does is not really a dynamic option, but now it is possible to generate the list 

using additional programs and store it in the satellite table. In principle, any satellite can be used for 

this purpose. Satellite 0, however, is predestined for this purpose, as it only works read-only (and 

reading is always done first). 

Note: Satellite 0 can be activated via constant SAT00_ACTIVE 

 When using another satellite, you should be sure that the constant READ_ORDER_SAT is con-

figured accordingly. The satellites must be read into the form before the cost element data is 

read, since this process provides the cost elements and objects to be read  
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The corresponding satellite range must also be placed in the Allevo Master directly above the struc-

ture of the planning form (see Figure 15.3). 

 

Figure 15.3: Satellite (here satellite 14) as a Standard MOD Example 

In this example, Satellite14 is set to InsertNewExcelRows mode so that the complete Excel rows are 

copied for all satellite rows delivered by SAP. This automation allows you to plan any number of rows 

without having to prepare the Master for a large range. 

Now we need to know how the desired list of objects and cost elements to be planned are brought 

into the satellite table and then used for the structure. Examples of possible procedures: 

 Manual entry with the help of Allevo Shuttle 

 The Allevo functions MOD and ProCED can generate very flexible structures and then introduce 

them into the satellite table. The MOD is explained in Section 15.7; ProCED is described in a sepa-

rate manual. 

 Optionally, customer specific programs may be used. 

Note: Often, the necessary row definitions with the planning functions for year and month are de-

termined via formulas, e.g. depending on the cost element type. In this case, a macro origi-

nally designed for MOD functions (Macro “startRowDef” see Chapter 16) may be helpful. An-

other macro, “startSum”, can create complete Excel totals formulas over any number of hier-

archies and can also apply Excel cell format templates to totals rows. 

15.4 MOM and the use of satellites 

In many Allevo applications, satellite data is stored exactly for a single object. Since the MOM con-

tains several objects on a single worksheet, it is only possible to read and write satellite data for each 

MOM planning object with certain restrictions. 

However, a satellite range can also be explicitly assigned to the start object by appropriate place-

ment: either on the table sheet |Allevo|, or, if available, on the table sheet that is assigned to the ini-

tial object (for example, |KST_COSTCENTER|). 
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In special cases, however, constant GRP_READ_SATxx or exact row reading and writing may be use-

ful. 

15.5 MOM in MultiPage-mode (MOMP) 

You can also call MOM with its list display for several representative objects simultaneously, whereby 

the data for each representative object is displayed on a separate Excel sheet. This is the typical Mul-

tiPage mode, in which each sheet can contain cross-object data: In this case, the call is consequently 

made using Allevo's MultiPage transactions (for example, transaction /KERN/ IPPKSM for cost cen-

ters). 

Allevo automatically recognizes the MOMP-mode from the called SAP transaction and adjusts its 

functions accordingly. 

If the additional module ProCED is also integrated in MultiPage mode, the constant MULTI_PROCED 

must also be set, or the constant MULTIPAGE_MODE must be set within ProCED (see notes on this in 

the F1 help). 

The constant PRE_SELECT should not be set if you are working on a single sheet with multiple object 

types: the preselection cannot check all possible combinations (for example, if only comments are 

entered for some cost elements). 

If MOD functions are active at the same time, further restrictions apply (see Section 16.9). 

15.6 MultiObject for PC planning over multiple company codes 

The starting point is an Allevo Master with fixed sheets, in which each sheet reflects the data of a sin-

gle company code. 

The start object is the same for all company codes and may only be representative: different objects 

and object types can also be defined for each sheet. 

The function is activated in the settings via the parameter FISH (FIxed SHeets).  

If you are interested in this Master structure, please contact our support team. 

15.7 Optional: MOM with an explicit entry range (One Page Multi) 

One advantage of the list display in MOM is the performance with which data is transferred from SAP 

to Excel. This is especially advantageous if many objects are selected at the same time, for which a 

separate sheet would have to be created in MultiPage mode. 

On the other hand, editing per object is often more intuitive and easier for the user to understand. In 

order to combine both of these advantages, Allevo offers the option of processing data from the list 

using an explicit input area for each object: in this case, the user chooses a planning object (such as a 

cost center) from the list of all objects transferred from SAP to Excel. An Excel macro copies the cor-

responding planning data from the MOM data range to a fixed input area. Modified or newly entered 

values are finally written back to the MOM data range.  

When executing the function “transfer plan data”, all values are transferred from the MOD-data 

range to SAP (for all projects simultaneously). 
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Note: This function is currently not contained in the Allevo Standard Master. If you are interested, 

please contact our support team.   

The basic structure of the input range corresponds to an Allevo Standard Master with a fixed cost el-

ement structure. Here is an example for a cost center: 

 

Figure 15.4: MOD with the display of a cost element hierarchy 

Via the Select Cost Center button, a cost center or node is called. While it is being called, values are 

written in the data range and the values of the called cost centers are written in the planning inter-

face. 

 

Figure 15.5: MOD with the selection of cost centers 

The cost element hierarchy is permanently stored in the input area. Therefore, the MOM data area 

does not require any totals rows and therefore no totals formulas (that are usually used in the MOD 

variant; can be switched off using constant DYN_SAT_CHAR if necessary). 

Usually a satellite is stored in the data area, which is dynamically provided with the relevant posting 

rows via MOD functions or ProCED (see Section 15.3.2). 
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16 Allevo MultiObject Dynamic (MOD)  

16.1 Functional overview 

MOD is a special form of MOM with the aim of being able to select objects and cost elements from 

Allevo's start screen. The planning form then automatically generates a structure from the combina-

tion of objects and cost elements, taking into account rows for subtotals at the appropriate places. 

Note: In current Allevo versions, MOD also supports statistical key figures. For the sake of simplic-

ity, in the following section we will be dealing with the use case for cost elements. In most 

cases the descriptions provided here also apply to statistical key figures. 

MOD also supports profit centers as an object type. In this case, accounts can be used in the 

same way as cost elements.  

 

There are two basic variants available: 

 Structure based on object hierarchy (using cost center or order) 

 Structure based on cost element hierarchy 

Corresponding to these variants, the appropriate sort levels and subtotals are generated automati-

cally. The following section explains both procedures using examples. 

Note: MOD supports all Allevo object types except PR (= projects / WBS elements). It is activated 

via corresponding constants on the SAP side and suitable macros in the Allevo Master (see 

constant DYN_KSTAR_SAT) 

 The advantages of MOD and ProCED can also be combined, for example, to obtain additional 

information on the posting relationships (see notes in Section 16.8). 

16.2 Examples with the MOD planning input screen  

16.2.1 Sorting by object  

Sorting by object uses a similar structure to the MOM Master and corresponds to the following sche-

matic: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4711 Kostenstelle 
1000 Kostenart 1 
2000 Kostenart 2 
*Summe 
4712 Kostenstelle 2 
1000 Kostenart 1 
2000 Kostenart 2 
*Summe 
**Gesamtsumme 
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In the following example, a cost center group (with two cost centers) and a cost element group are 

entered in the Allevo start screen. The cost element group has two subgroups, which each contain 

two cost elements. When sorting by cost element, the following display appears in Allevo: 

 

Figure 16.2: Example of MOD output after sorting by object  

All cost elements of the selection are assigned to each cost center; totals rows are automatically in-

serted for the subgroups. A grand total is also displayed for each cost center. 

16.2.2 Sorting by cost elements 

This type of sorting is recommended if single cost elements are to be planned for multiple objects. 

Again, here is the basic structure: 

 

Figure 16.3: MOD with cost elements and assigned cost centers 

In the Allevo planning screen, the following is displayed (example): 

1000 Kostenart 1 
4711 Kostenstelle 1 
4712 Kostenstelle 2 
*Summe 
2000 Kostenart 2 
4711 Kostenstelle 1 
4712 Kostenstelle 2 
*Summe 
**Gesamtsumme 

Figure 16.1: MOD with symbolic list of cost elements and totals 
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Figure 16.4: Example MOD output when sorting by cost element 

The rows with the subtotals (GRP1, GRP2) correspond to the subgroups of cost centers: for every two 

cost centers in this example, groups are summarized on the SAP side.  

16.2.3 Additional sorting options 

The two examples above correspond to an object/cost element structure according to methods (1) 

and (2) in the constant DYN_KSTAR_SAT. Further options (including combined totals) are described in 

the F1 help for this constant. 

16.2.4 Display in BAB-view  

With additional functions in the Allevo Master, it is possible to display the data transferred from SAP 

in a so-called BAB-view: i.e. a list of cost elements/accounts with relevant objects or object groups in 

the columns next to each other (similar to the totals sheet in MultiPage mode). 

This view can be particularly useful in Allevo reporting; it is described in detail in Section 16.12 below. 
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16.3 Functioning principle for cost elements 

16.3.1 Calling the selection input screen 

Allevo-MOD is called using the usual MultiObject transactions (for example, /ALLEVO/KSMO when 

starting Allevo-MOD via cost center). If MOD constants are active, the following start screen appears:

 

Figure 16.5: MOD start screen 

Multiple objects and cost elements as well as corresponding groups can be entered in the Allevo start 

screen. 

A cost element group is dissolved as usual into the corresponding cost elements and transferred ac-

cording to the defined hierarchy. One exception is aggregated reading of groups via Allevo’s 1:n as-

signments (see next Section)  

Note: Optionally, you can define the required cost elements as fixed. The constant DYN_KSTAR_FIX 

is provided for this purpose. In this case, the input fields for the cost element are not dis-

played on the selection screen. 

When calling the planning transaction, Allevo first checks how the list of posting combinations is to 

be sorted: a rough distinction is made between the options for sorting by object or cost element hier-

archy. 

Note: The MOD is activated with the constant DYN_KSTAR_SAT for the respective planning layout. 

The “Value from” column should contain the number of the satellite, which transfers the 

structure of the posing combinations (from objects and cost elements).  

The number in the “Value to” field defines how sorting should be carried out: e.g. via objects 

(1) or via cost elements (2). Further options are described in the F1 help for the constant.  

In current Allevo versions, it is possible to display two different sorting methods in the same 

Allevo Master (on separate sheets, see the special function described below or the F1 help 

for the constant).  

In the second step, Allevo determines all posting combinations from object and cost elements ac-

cording to the desired sorting option. Special functions: 
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 You can restrict this list to only include combinations for which postings are already stored in SAP 

for the reference period in question (see constant DYN_KSTAR_PRE). 

 When starting with an object group, it can be useful to restrict the list of objects created using 

other criteria (for example, restrict it to a certain level of the hierarchy or to consider 1:n groups). 

These functions must be set up using constant GRP_LEVEL_RESOLVE. See Section 16.5.3 for more 

details. 

Via the MOD satellite, all posting combinations are transferred to the Allevo Master: the field struc-

ture for this MOD satellite is predefined (see settings below). The data in this satellite is only tempo-

rarily available for transmission to Excel; it is not permanently stored in the satellite table. 

Note: The MOD-satellite is activated with the constant DYN_KSTAR_SAT; it does not require a li-

cense. We recommend using a separate Allevo planning layout for MOD. 

In addition to the specifications for the object and cost elements (including cost element type), the 

MOD satellite also provides specially selected rows in which totals information can be displayed. This 

information is further processed using two macros in the Excel Master. Related functions: 

 Determination of the appropriate row definitions for yearly and monthly planning via cost ele-

ment type or cost element 

 Formatting totals rows 

 Entering totals formulas based on the totals structure 

16.3.2 Aggregation according to cost element group  

In two variants, MOD can generate rows with aggregated data for each cost element group (whereby 

the ID code of the group is directly transferred to Excel): 

 Starting via a cost element group, whereby the subordinate groups are entered in the Allevo 1:n 

settings. Before Allevo 3.4 this was only possible when sorting by cost element (i.e. an entry of 2, 

4, or 6 in DYN_KSTAR_SAT). 

 Entering groups for the constant DYN_KSTAR_FIX (option 3 or 4). 

In this case, MOD treats the group as a single cost element: only one row is created in the Excel sheet 

with the name of the group (that is, without breaking down or dissolving the corresponding hierar-

chy). "99" is entered as the cost element category. When the reference data is read, the values of all 

associated cost elements are automatically aggregated (corresponds to the usual Allevo function). 

Note: Normally, summation functions are also defined for the group on the Excel side (usually con-

trolled via cost element type 99). The summary of the group in a single row (described 

above) may interrupt the summation functions on the Excel side (should be checked on a 

case-by-case basis). 

16.4 Functioning principle for statistical key figures  

The planning input screen for statistical key figures is automatically filled here according to the same 

procedure as for cost elements, but without group totals rows. The data is transferred again via an 

independent satellite (see constant DYN_STAGR_SAT). 
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In contrast to the functioning principle for cost elements, statistical key figures cannot be selected in 

the Allevo start screen; instead, you can define a group with the relevant statistical key figures using 

the constant DYN_STAGR_GRP. If this constant is not maintained, Allevo transfers all statistical key 

figures defined in the SAP system. 

Note: The functions for statistical key figures supplement the breakdown by cost element (can only 

be used simultaneously).  

16.5 Special functions 

16.5.1 Calling MOD via the ABC Tree 

MOD can also be used in combination with the ABC-Tree: object selection at the start determines the 

hierarchy that is displayed in the Tree. An object or group selected in the tree determine the func-

tions in MOD. 

When using MOD in this way, the list of the desired cost elements must be stored in a fixed manner 

(see constant DYN_KSTAR_FIX). 

This function is currently unavailable for the Inplace Tree (Tree and MOD can only be used alterna-

tively).  

16.5.2 Additional lists with MOD base information 

In MOD, relevant posting combinations are dynamically transferred to the Allevo Master as a list. If 

DYN_KSTAR_PRE is also active, this list only contains combinations that already have values in the 

SAP system. In this situation, it can be helpful to have a list of objects (for example, cost centers) or 

cost elements in Excel that were determined by the original selection on the SAP side (for example, 

as selection help when entering new posting combinations). 

This complete list of objects or cost elements is created using the constant DYN_SAT_OBJECTS. The 

constant uses one or more other satellites whose structure is predefined (structure 

/KERN/IPP_S_DYN_OBJECT_SAT). 

The optionally delivered lists concern objects, cost elements, and statistical key figures. Additional 

options: 

 The list contains ID codes and descriptions in the login language 

 Transfer of the level within the hierarchy 

 Note as to whether the current entry contains postings or not 

 Multiple lists can be transferred together in a predefined sequence 

For a more detailed explanation of the constant, see the F1-documentation. 

16.5.3 Breakdown of groups to obtain objects 

In many cases, Allevo with MOD functions is called via an object group on from the start screen: Al-

levo breaks down this group and then displays the assigned objects (such as cost centers) in Excel 

with totals levels corresponding to the hierarchy within the initial group. 
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In some cases, it may be useful to adapt the display of the hierarchy to specific requirements. The 

constant GRP_LEVEL_RESOLVE is available with the following basic functions: 

 The list of objects (such as cost centers) can be restricted to a certain level of the hierarchy. This 

can be useful for reporting purposes, for example: Allevo reads the values summed to the groups 

of a given level where necessary. The objects in a lower level are not listed in Excel. 

 The constant also takes 1:n assignments into account: such a group is not broken down, but is 

treated as a planning object. The MOD therefore also supports Allevo planning at the group level 

(via representative objects). 

These functions cannot be used for every sorting scenario. See the F1 help for the constant for more 

details.  

16.5.4 Use different sorting types / views simultaneously in Excel 

In current Allevo versions, it is possible to display several different sorting types simultaneously in 

Excel. The desired views are transferred to Excel one after the other and inserted on different sheets. 

Of course, you can still only enter or plan on one of the sheets. 

This function can serve as an enhancement of Allevo reporting. For details, see the F1 help for the 

constant DYN_KSTAR_SAT. 

16.5.5 Sheet comments 

The recording of data in MOD does not differ from other Allevo processing functions. Only one sheet 

comment is saved for the object group (instead of for a representative object). This means that if you 

change the structure of the group, the comments are retained. 

16.5.6 Close planning 

When the function |Close planning| is called, all objects from the start selection (e.g. an object 

group) that previously had a status of 3 are closed. 

16.6 Relevant constants and settings in SAP 

A satellite is used to transfer data from SAP to Excel. In contrast to the usual procedure, this satellite 

can also work without an append, since the data is only provided to Excel at the time of transmission 

and is not stored in the satellite table. 

Note: 

 

Working without a satellite append is possible for Allevo versions 3.3 and higher: this holds 

true for both cost centers and statistical key figures. In this way, the setup of MOD functions 

is simplified. 

If there is no append defined for the satellite table, Allevo uses the standard structure ac-

cording to the structures /KERN/IPP_S_DYN_KSTAR_TAB for cost elements and 

/KERN/IPP_S_DYN_STAGR_TAB for statistical key figures. In particular, the 5 fields that are 

minimally required for MOD functions and which must be activated as per usual in the Excel 

Master are stored there. 
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In some use cases, an individual satellite structure may be useful. For example, if MOD is working to-

gether with ProCED and further information on posting combinations should be transferred from 

there. However, even in such cases, the first fields should still correspond to the minimally required 

structure. 

Note: The minimally required structure is stored in /KERN/IPP_S_DYN_KSTAR_SAT and is meant as 

a copy template for individual appends. 

Please do NOT include the structure directly in the append of the satellite table. This will 

help maintain compatibility with future Allevo versions. 

The satellite number must be entered for the constant DYN_KSTAR_SAT: this activates the MOD 

functions on the SAP side. 

The functions of the MOD are largely controlled by constants. Here is an overview of relevant con-

stants: 

Constant for cost elements Meaning 

DYN_KSTAR_SAT This is the central constant for activating MOD: it contains the indication of the 

satellite used for transferring objects and cost elements and specifications for 

sorting the list on the Excel side.  

DYN_KSTAR_SAT_SORT Define sequence for transferring to Excel (by object group)  

DYN_KSTAR_SAT_RANGE Control time range for reading old data 

DYN_KSTAR_SAT_STATUS Observe Allevo object status when transferring posting combinations 

DYN_KSTAR_FIX Work with predefined cost elements/accounts or groups 

DYN_KSTAR_VALUES Restrict the cost element selection via authorizations or defined groups. 

DYN_KSTAR_PRE. Reduces the cost element list to entries that already have postings saved in SAP; 

applies automatically for statistical key figures. 

DYN_KSTAR_ROWS The number of reserved rows in Excel can be controlled  

DYN_SAT_CHAR Special characters for displaying group levels. Totals rows can be completely deac-

tivated if desired (e.g. when working with ProCED or displaying using OAAS) 

 

Constant Stat. key figures Meaning 

DYN_STAGR_SAT Define the satellite used for transferring objects with statistical key figures.  

DYN_STAGR_GRP Group with the statistical key figures that are to appear in the Allevo Master.  

DYN_STAGR_ROWS The number of rows reserved in Excel can be controlled 

 

The following constants may also be useful in some cases: 

Constants other Meaning 

GRP_LEVEL_RESOLVE Restrict breakdown of object hierarchies to a predefined level (for example, for re-

porting functions such as the BAP view).  

As of Allevo 3.4, this function can also be used for cost element groups.  

If necessary, READ_GROUPS_FROM_SAP must also be active. 

MULTI_WITH_GROUPS Read reference data on the object group level 
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DYN_SAT_OBJECTS Transfer an additional list with basic information for the selected objects (e.g. cost 

center) and cost elements.  

READ_STATUS Show the status of the respective object via an additional comment column  

READ_ELEMENT_DATA Expand the master data of the planning object (same as MAP_FIELDxx, but in this 

case by row) 

16.7 Settings on the Excel side 

16.7.1 Setting up the MOD satellite 

In the controlling area of the Master, the ranges SatXXRow and SatXXRW need to be created in corre-

spondence with the append structure as it exists in the satellite table on the SAP side (see figure be-

low). 

 

Figure 16.6: Satellite range (satellite 14 as an example) 

Such ranges must exist individually for cost elements and statistical key figures, because two differ-

ent satellites are also used. When the Allevo Master is called, the relevant objects and associated 

cost elements are automatically entered in the data range of the satellite. The range should be se-

lected either as large as the max. number of rows, or one of the dynamic line extension modes, such 

as insertNewSatRows or insertNewExcelRows, should be configured (as above). 

Note: Only relevant for the standard execution mode: If the provided number of rows is entered in 

the constant DYN_KSTAR_ROWS, Allevo issues a warning message at the start if the number 

of rows in the current selection is exceeded (or DYN_STAGR_ROWS for statistical key fig-

ures). 

The structure of the satellite table and the arrangement of the columns for the display is fixed (as 

usual, columns 1 to 7 are reserved for index fields): 

   (8) Number/ID code of the planning object (or the special character for totals rows) 

   (9) Description of the planning object 

 (10) Setclass when starting (e.g. 0101 when calling via cost centers)  
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 (11) ID code of the cost element / statistical key figure or the special character for totals rows) 

 (12) Description of cost element or statistical key figure 

 (13) Cost element type 

The columns named above need to be shown in Excel in order to use the basic functions of MOD. The 

information in the following columns is optional, but may be useful in some cases: 

 (14) is set with X if the posting object comes from old data. 

 (15) is set with X if the row contains a top cost element group.  

 (16) similar to (8), but for totals rows the ID code of the group is provided. 

 (17) similar to (11), but for totals rows the ID code of the cost element group is provided. 

The last two options are only available as of Allevo 3.4, and allow groups and posting elements to be 

mixed in a single column. In the standard columns (8) / (11), totals rows are designated with special 

characters (see details in next section). 

16.7.2 Configuring StructureBuilder for MOD 

The StructureBuilder defines the properties of the respective rows (e.g. row definition depending on 

cost element type, applied via macro "startRowDef"), as well as the desired totals and cell formatting 

(applied via the macro "startSum"). 

The corresponding settings are made on the |Structure| worksheet (see example on this sheet, 

which is largely self-explanatory). 

16.8 MOD and ProCED 

When working together, MOD and ProCED make the following functions possible: 

 As described above, MOD uses a satellite table to transfer the relevant planning elements from 

SAP to Excel. Normally the field structure of this satellite is fixed (see Section 16.7). In combina-

tion with ProCED, this satellite can include additional information that is available via the ProCED 

field mapping (for example, additional information from the master record of the respective ob-

ject). The fields that can be used in the Allevo Master are derived from the field mapping in Pro-

CED. 

 ProCED checks whether data records already exist in the SAP system for the intended planning 

elements (similar to constant DYN_KSTAR_PRE, which no longer applies in this case). 

 Sorting and subtotals are handled in the same way as with MOD. 

MOD automatically recognizes when ProCED is active (see constant ACTIVE_PROCED or functions in 

the "Sat.Assistant"). This results in the following procedure: 

 The selection characteristics that the user selected when entering MOD are transferred to Pro-

CED (for example, a cost center group and selection of cost elements). 

 ProCED uses this information to determine the list of relevant planning elements. 

 The MOD adopts this list, sorts it according to the current constants and then creates the rows 

for subtotals. 

The coupling of these two applications can be used for cost elements (constant DYN_KSTAR_SAT) 

and statistical key figures (DYN_STAGR_SAT). Please also note the following points: 
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 Data exchange with ProCED is usually carried out via a satellite table. A suitable append must be 

created for the satellite table, which also contains the MOD base fields (as described in the previ-

ous sections, the fields must be filled using ProCED). 

 The selection of the ProCED data itself is currently still carried out without consideration of the 

Allevo status. 

 ProCED usually uses a representative object for data transfer. Alternatively, the data read by Pro-

CED can also be stored and transferred individually for each object: The ProCED constant MUL-

TIPAGE_MODE must then be set, as well as the Allevo constant GRP_READ_SATxx on the Allevo 

planning side. 

 When working with ProCED, it can be useful to work completely without group totals; for this 

purpose, constant DYN_SAT_CHAR provides an option. 

 The Allevo constant DYN_SAT_OBJECTS can be helpful for providing a list of the objects involved; 

if necessary, it can be combined with the constant DYN_KSTAR_SAT_STATUS to offer the user 

only objects with a status for selection on the Excel page. 

Note: The interaction of MOD and ProCED is primarily designed to generate data for those object 

types that are specified when starting via Allevo (e.g. KS when starting with a cost center) 

However, ProCED also offers options for reading additional data from other object types (e. 

g. controlled by constant READ_ASSIGNED_OR); such an application is only possible to a lim-

ited extent and must be checked in individual cases. 

16.9 MOD and MultiPage-mode 

In some cases, it may be useful to call the MOD (with its list display) for several representative ob-

jects at the same time, whereby the data for each representative object is displayed on a separate 

Excel sheet. 

Here we are dealing with the typical MultiPage-mode, but in this case, each sheet can contain data 

for multiple objects: In this case, the call is made via the Allevo MultiPage transactions (for example, 

transaction /KERN/IPPKSM for cost centers). 

Allevo automatically recognizes if the call is made via MultiPage-mode: the list of the cost elements is 

generated on the template sheet “Allevo” and are then copied to the individual sheets. The MOD 

specific macros startSum and startRowDef should already be called in the event MOD_TEMPLATE, 

instead of being first called by the events AFT_LEAD_SAT or AFT_READ (as is otherwise common). 

As a result, the combination of MOD and MultiPage-mode can only be executed with the following 

restrictions: 

 Cost elements must be permanently stored (see constant DYN_KSTAR_FIX) 

 The object number (column MO_AO) must be derived from formulas from the header data for 

each page (CC_OBJECT1). 

 The list of posting elements (cost elements/statistical key figures) is the same on all sheets, since 

it is only transferred once. The constant DYN_KSTAR_PRE should not be active. 

 Further objects cannot be added via Excel functions 

See also the notes on the offline mode in the next section. 
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16.10 MOD and offline process 

Allevo supports the entry of plan data in offline mode. In this procedure, an Allevo planning transac-

tion is automatically called several times, and the associated planning files are saved or read in with 

reference data (details are described in the Allevo & SAP manual). 

Usually, offline-relevant objects are specified using multiple selection or an object group; that is, the 

same selection characteristics as when you call a single transaction with MOD in the background. Al-

levo must therefore decide how to display the corresponding objects in the Master. 

The most common use case for offline transactions is through groups: even when using MOD, the ini-

tial group is broken down according to the hierarchy. The subordinate groups are then transferred to 

the Allevo planning transaction. A file is created for each of these groups. 

The structure of the Excel file that is created depends on the execution type selected for the offline 

transaction. Two options are available: 

 With the execution type “MO = MultiObject”, Allevo takes on the parameters from the selection 

in MOD view (including subordinate groups). The corresponding objects appear as a list on the 

Allevo sheet. 

 With the execution type “MP = MultiPage” Allevo also takes on the transferred group – the group 

is then broken down as with typical MultiPage applications, and an Excel sheet is created for 

each object. This corresponds to the MOMP structure (as described in the previous section). 

16.11 Optional: MOD expander (show/hide hierarchy levels) 

When using MOD functions, multiple hierarchy levels are often used. In order to maintain a clear 

overview, it may be advantageous to restrict the display to a predefined hierarchy level with the op-

tion of expanding or collapsing subordinate levels by double-clicking on them (e.g. within the cost el-

ement structure). 

Note: The double-click function is made available by additional VBA macros, that are currently not 

contained within the Allevo Standard Master. If interested in this function, please contact 

our support team. 

The function is controlled via an additional range (in this case, the range TE_NAVSUMRNG): when 

double-clicking on a row in this range, the respective subordinate rows are displayed via standard Al-

levo Navigation functions. Upon a second double click, the rows will be hidden again.  

16.12 Optional: MOD as cost allocation sheet (OAAS) 

The list display of the MOD can be converted to a cost allocation sheet view using additional settings, 

which is based on an overhead allocation sheet: in this case, the values of the relevant objects (such 

as cost centers) or object groups are displayed in columns next to each other. This view is currently 

only available for cost element structure. 

Note: This function is currently not contained in the Allevo Standard Master. If interested, please 

contact our support team. 

Here is an example: 
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Figure 16.7: Output example for MOD with cost allocation sheet structure (OAAS) 

This display is referred to in Allevo as OAAS (“Operating Accounting and Analyzing Sheet”), and in the 

following example, we are dealing with the OAAS – Master. This display structure is especially helpful 

with Allevo Reporting. It has similarities to the Totals sheet in MultiPage-mode, but offers a number 

of advantages: 

 No MultiPage sheets are created; this leads to performance improvements when reading data.  

 Columns can contain either objects or groups; in the latter case, the constant 

MULTI_WITH_GROUPS must be set. This ensures that the corresponding ID code is interpreted as 

a group when reading data (Allevo then automatically reads the values for all objects within a 

group). 

 The structure of the columns is variable: in the example above, two time ranges are compared to 

each other (plus calculated values for absolute deviation and percentage). The column layout is 

flexibly stored in the Allevo Master via ranges with sample displays. Columns with internal calcu-

lations have no header reference to Allevo column definitions for reading reference data. 

 The user can later adjust which data is displayed in the individual columns (using the selection list 

for the available column definitions). 

 The constant GRP_LEVEL_RESOLVE can be used to set the level of the display. For example, an 

entry of "1" means that only one level of the entry group should be broken down: on the Excel 

side, the values of the directly subordinate groups are always totaled (currently, the constant is 

only applicable with the sorting types 2,3,4 and 5). 

Special notes: 
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 When calling via an Allevo-Reporting transaction, the list of relevant cost elements must be per-

manently stored (see constant DYN_KSTAR_FIX). A free selection using selection fields is not yet 

available. 

 For the OAAS view, the MOD summation levels can sometimes be annoying and unnecessary. 

They can be completely hidden via constant DYN_SAT_CHAR; macro "StartSum" is not necessary. 

 The OAAS Master can be conveniently accessed via the ABC, even in interaction with the tree: a 

group selected there is broken down and transferred to the OAAS view (constant 

OBJ_SEL_IN_EXCEL). 

 The constant GRP_LEVEL_RESOLVE allows you to call up evaluations, especially at the group 

level. In this case, it is advisable to deactivate the constant DYN_KSTAR_PRE for performance 

reasons (but should checked in individual cases). 
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17 MultiObject with variable sheet assignments 

In addition to the MOM variant of Allevo MultiObject (planning in list form), it is also possible to use 

a separate Excel worksheet (sometimes called MOWO) for each object in the MultiObject. Figure 

17.1 below shows a simple example with two cost centers and one order. 

 

Figure 17.1: Example MO with variable sheet assignment for the start cost center 1000 

To use this variant of MO, two conditions must be met: 

 In the settings on the |CUSTOMIZING| sheet, the setting “MOM without assigned objects” needs 

to be set to False (see also Chapter 10). 

 There must be an assignment of objects to the start object as well as the assignment of a suitable 

template for the worksheet. 

The relevant objects and corresponding worksheet templates are assigned via entries in the "Multi-

Object with assigned objects" table on the "Masterdata" sheet. Here is an example: 

 

Figure 17.2: Assignment table for variable sheet assignment 

Column meanings: 

Column Explanation 

LeadingObject  Start object used to begin planning 

AssignedObject The respectively assigned object 

ObjectType The object type of the assigned object 

Template Name of the Excel sheet to be used as a template for the assigned object 

You can work with copies of different spreadsheet templates. Usually, you create a spreadsheet tem-

plate for each object type, which then takes into account the specific properties of the respective ob-

ject type; however, it is also possible to enter a spreadsheet template directly at object level. 
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The entries in the example in Figure 17.2 show data that correspond to the data in Figure 17.1 above 

(starting via cost center MO): The representative cost center 1000 has two other cost centers as-

signed to it as well as an internal order. 

In the example above, the table sheet template is actually selected at the object type level: however, 

there is no assignment directly to the object type in the table; therefore, entries must be made in 

each row. This slightly increased maintenance effort makes it possible to use table template sheets 

depending on the planning object. 

Note: In the example, the assignments are permanently stored in the Master; the content of this ta-

ble can also be made available by satellite 00. 

The sheets generated by Allevo follow a standard name assignment according to the following pat-

tern (analogous to “IPP_” for Multi): 

 KS (= cost center):   "KST_" & AssignedObject 

 OR (= order):    "AUF_" & AssignedObject 

 PR (= Project structure plan):  "PSP_" & AssignedObject 

 PC (= Profit center)  "PRC_" & AssignedObject (as of Allevo 3.4) 

 KX (= Allevo object)  "KER_" & AssignedObject (as of Allevo 3.4) 

Other names are possible via rules in the table "MOWONamingRule" on the sheet "MasterData". Al-

lowed elements are: CC_OBJECT, CC_KOKRS, CC_SETCL, CC_VERSION, CC_YEAR, CC_PERITO (where 

CC_OBJECT is displayed in external format, for example, without leading zeros for cost centers). All 

other rules are analogous to the functions in MultiPage mode. 
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18 Additional functions in the Allevo Master  

18.1 Save any object relevant data in SAP 

During planning, it can be helpful to manage any additional data for the object and to have it availa-

ble the next time you call up planning (e.g., for auxiliary calculations). To make this possible, you can 

set up a range in the Allevo Master where the data is automatically stored in an SAP table and read 

from there at a later time. Data is transferred either with reference to the layout or only with refer-

ence to the object (but generally without reference to the year and/or version). 

Note: Of course, a satellite could also be set up for this kind of task (if necessary, without reference 

to year and version). Disadvantage: the structure of a satellite table is largely fixed and must 

first be set up in the SAP system using an append. The solution here works completely with-

out any preparatory work in the SAP system. 

On the Excel side, a structured table with the name "ZZObjectFields" must exist: Allevo takes all data 

in this table into account when writing and reading. The structured table must be created with a 

heading and this heading must not contain any spaces (to avoid error messages from Excel). 

You can enter any data in the range of the structured table: there is no default in relation to the data 

type. The number of data records can also be changed at runtime; Allevo automatically adjusts the 

length of the table. 

The table contents are transferred to SAP in XML format and stored in the database table /KERN/IPP-

FIELDS. The contents cannot be evaluated on the SAP side. 

Note: The constant NO_LAYOUT_FOR_FIELDS must be set if the data are to be saved without a ref-

erence to the layout.  

18.2 Change column properties 

The Allevo Tree function allows the user to switch between objects from Excel. The function de-

scribed here also allows you to change central characteristics that describe the contents of the dis-

played columns (such as year or version). 

Note: This function was originally only intended for Allevo reporting mode (for example, when 

starting transaction /KERN/IPPKSREP for cost centers). It can also be used in planning, for ex-

ample, to temporarily access actuals data from another year. Depending on the selection 

combinations, however, changing plan columns can be problematic (characteristic changes in 

CX_WW are ignored on the SAP side). 

If suitable parameters have been defined in Customizing for the Master (see below), the user can see 

the input fields with the characteristics of a column definition in the "Navigation" menu. 
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Figure 18.1: Change individual settings for a column definition 

The contents of the fields offered always refer to the column that was previously selected via mouse-

click (click on header cell). If an entry is changed (e.g. changed to another year), Allevo deletes the 

data in this column. In addition, this column is highlighted until reference data is imported again. 

Note: To achieve the marking of the column, the relevant header cells must have “KernHeadlinePa-

rameter” saved as a format template (simply create a copy of KernHeadline1 and enter the 

desired color there). 

The values that the user can select must be defined in Customizing using a table "ZZCustomizing-

HeadlineSelection" (with header). 

 

Figure 18.2: Parameters for column definitions: restricting the selectable values 

The parameters of this table define which contents the user can change via the menu ribbon: in the 

example above, the entries for the year can be changed to values between 2005 and 2009. The table 

is interpreted column by column: in the example, the start period is always fixed at 1; in the case of a 

to-period, 6 or 12 can be entered. 

The input fields shown above are available in the navigation menu only if this table exists. You can 

only select the columns that are available in the table and have a value (be sure to use correct 

spelling for column headings). 

Note: On the SAP side, the constant DYNAMIC_COLDEFS must also be set to active. This constant 

defines whether changes on the Excel side should be transferred (e.g., depending on the re-

porting mode, see F1 documentation for the constant). 
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Please also note the following restriction: on the SAP side, there can be no active relative ref-

erence to CX_RR in the column definition. 

18.3 Customer specific VBA extensions in the Allevo Master 

Allevo projects are Excel projects: the flexibility of Excel makes it possible in many cases to set up a 

Master in such a way that the customer's desired design and functionality requirements are met 

(with the help of Excel formulas or Allevo navigation). 

In some cases, it may be useful or even necessary to store customer specific functions as VBA coding 

in the Allevo Master (e.g., to depict special entry options during planning). Such solutions can often 

be called up like individual macros and in this way, they do not interfere with the other functions 

stored in the Allevo Master. 

In other cases, it may be necessary to expand the base functions of the Allevo Master itself. Two ex-

amples for such a requirement: 

 Individual checking of the completeness of data in the Allevo Master before calling an SAP func-

tion such as "Write data to SAP". 

 Customer specific PDF output (see next section). 

To enable such functions, the Allevo Master's VBA code contains "jump points" where customer-spe-

cific coding can be added (called "Cado" for short, similar to the user exits in the SAP system). These 

enhancements are usually carried out as part of an Allevo implementation project. 

18.4 Optional VBA extensions in the Allevo Master 

Since not all functionalities are necessary for each project, some modules are not standard in the Al-

levo Master. By leaving unnecessary components out, the Master is not overburdened with unneces-

sary code. As needed, the following modules can be simply inserted and integrated into the Master: 

 CheckFormulaErrors 

 FormulaFunction 

 ModGenerator 

 PickList 

 PrintStatistics 

 TotalSheet 

 MOD-Expander 

18.5 Export as PDF 

In many use cases, an Allevo layout is also used for reporting purposes. In this case, only data is dis-

played and no plan values are entered. In such cases, a PDF output can also be useful. 

Allevo supports PDF output on the SAP side, for example, when generating data in offline mode or 

directly in the planning screen via the "Save As" button (see also the documentation for the constant 

BUTTON_SAVE_AS). 

In the Master, the PDF output must be prepared by means of corresponding individual output func-

tions (e.g. specification of ranges to be output, similar to print functions). The output itself is done via 
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the macro 'Antloop.SaveAsPdf' (available as of version 3.2). Complex outputs (e.g., across several 

ranges of a sheet) can be created using customer-specific Excel macros. 


